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By CHARLOTTE K. FRANK, Ph.D.

Over this century, countless “magic bullets” have been suggested for reforming our schools. In the 1920s, a progressive movement sought to eliminate curricula and external standards. In the 1950s, we were told that the answer was to create fewer, larger schools out of the many, smaller ones—yet today, we see many larger schools being divided into smaller learning centers. We’ve gone through “relevance,” “technology,” “school uniforms” and other concepts du jour that, by themselves—so people thought—would have the power to revolutionize education and transform our schools.

All have been important ideas; all have contributed, in their own special way, to improving education. But none has focused on a crucial element in school reform: leadership. It seems an obvious concept. Leadership is vital in all areas of our society: government, business, leading a baseball team, conducting a symphony. The study of leadership has grown as an academic discipline, through the work of such individuals as John P. Kotter, Henry Mintzberg, Rosabeth Moss Kanter and others. But the principles of leadership have not been suitably adapted to our schools. While effective classroom leaders require the leadership of the teacher; effective schools require the leadership of the principal.

Indeed, our principals are eager and willing to take that responsibility. But what has the actual job of the school principal become today? Readers of Education Week may recall a recent article in which several principals discussed their duties. These include building the staff—especially running babysitting facilities for them; conducting adult literacy programs so parents can better help their children with their studies; dealing with children with emotional or behavioral problems; following and implementing federal rules regarding special education; and taking on such other roles as union negotiator, community and parent public relations liaison, master of play-ground rules, bus schedulers and budget; and, in some cases, emergency plumber.

School leadership today is upside down. It’s become 80 percent operations and 20 percent academic leadership. That’s losing at education through the wrong end of the telescope. Unfortunately, our current school environment dictates it—and too many principals and school superintendents have been trained to fit that mold. This is particularly distressing given our nation’s recent “No Child Left Behind” legislation. If our goal is academic excellence for all our children, then our educational leaders have the responsibility—and must be given the tools and training—to carry out that mandate.

The term principal, as you may know, is shortened from the original concept of the position as principal teacher. It’s the principal’s role to be a school’s instructional leader. That role, in turn, encompasses many elements—for example, working in collaboration with teachers in establishing the educational climate for the entire school building; disaggregating data so that they know what is happening in each and every classroom; assessing existing and proposed teaching tools to determine which are succeeding, which are not, and which are not likely to; working with the teaching staff day in and day out—supporting and encouraging those individuals who really care, and helping to strengthen the skills of those who desperately need assistance. The job, overall, is ensuring that the necessary environment and tools are in place. Principal means, quite literally, taking the principal role of leadership on the team that contributes to effective learning. That team must also include parents and members of the community, who, so often, are eager to help if only they were informed, weaned upon and guided in making their specific contributions. But seeing where they can help, and personally enlisting that help, takes vision, and then translating that vision into specifics—all of which are other aspects of leadership.

The challenge of instructional leadership is exciting and psychologically rewarding—which is why so many dedicated men and women want to choose it as a profession. The reality of the role, however—particularly in terms of workload, stress and pay—turns out too often to be another matter. As a result, surveys show, many teachers are reluctant to train to become principals. As today’s principals retire, and as the need for school administrators grows (the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has projected an increase in that need of 10 to 20 percent through 2005), our nation’s educational system faces trouble. Thankfully there are foundations such as The Eli Broad and Wallace-Readers Digest Funds that are very actively involved in providing better preparation for supervisors. City and State systems have to design a systemic approach to solving this problem. This would include requiring graduate schools of education to play a more meaningful role in their preparation of supervisors. One idea I’d like to see implemented is “building a bench” within a district—similar in concept to building a bench on a football or baseball team. In this concept, teachers and
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To the Editor:

I think the article, “Dean Deborah Stanley: Brooklyn College School of Education” (Sept. 2002) tells a lot about the school that I didn’t know. I would like to know, compared to other colleges, where this school stands in rank. Can I get a degree higher than a master’s after graduating from the Brooklyn College School of Education?

Irina Begun, e-mail
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To the Editor:

I loved the way you so eloquently and accurately wrote about me and put it all together. ["Dear Teacher" September 2002.]

Linda Bodner
Thousand Oaks, CA
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To the Editor:

In response to “Talking with Pioneer Dr. Iris Black,” [Education Update, July 2002] my twin sister has had a car accident and she had her spinal cord compressed. I would like to know if any treatment can be done for her so she can get better or if you work with some kind of medicine that helps regenerate the spinal cord or that helps the swelling go down faster. Is there anything you can do for us. Please help me solve this. We are 19 years old and the accident was in May.

Daniela Martinez
e-mail
This was forwarded to Dr. Black, Ed.
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To the Editor:

What special arts programs are there for deaf or hard of hearing children? [at the Everett Children’s Adventure Garden, Education Update, Sept. 2002]

Nicki, e-mail

---

Look for a new column soon by Dr. Pola Rosen, answering the vast number of questions in special education that have been flowing into Education Update.
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The Transforming Power of Music and Art

By MATILDA RAFFA CUOMO

Since 1995, as an afterschool mentoring program, Mentoring USA has supplemented the classroom activities by developing partnerships in the fields of music and the arts.

Through the years, Mentoring USA has continued to network with various artists, musicians, and dancers. Last year, we staged performances for the youth at various mentoring sites in conjunction with Musician’s Local 802, National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences (NARAS), Marie-Christine Giordano Dance Company, and the children’s music group, Caddywampus, to name a few. These partnerships enhance the lives of our mentees in many important ways.

In addition to the wonderful exposure and enjoyment of the arts, a completed artistic project can have a very therapeutic effect for a youth who may have never created anything positive before. Children who are not necessarily the best students enjoy finding an outlet for their other talents, and then self-esteem blossoms.

Mentoring USA continues its legacy as a high school dropout prevention program. Mentors can help children to work on the many skills that they will need to succeed in school using a variety of arts-based delivery methods. For example, writing projects need not take on just essay formats—mentors and youth can work together on screenwriting, TV sitcom writing, poetry, short stories and plays.

Mentoring USA is reaching out to the arts community to take part in our new BRAVE Juliana program, which uses basic mentoring concepts combined with books about multicultural awareness and conflict resolution activities to help strengthen children’s connections to their own heritage and develop respect for other cultures.

This year, with funding from the Juliana Valentine McCourt Children’s Education fund, we will be bringing two art and music—based interactive workshops for mentors and mentees at each of our sixty sites throughout the five boroughs. We are planning already the following activities for the fall:

Creating books under the direction of a children’s art therapist; assembling identity collages from magazines and personal photos; photography workshops in and around mentees’ neighborhoods; conflict resolution role-plays; children’s yoga, designed to teach relaxing breathing and de-escalation techniques; African drumming workshops; attending a concert; familiarizing the children with different instruments and music rhythms.

BRAVE Juliana activities encourage youth to learn about New York City’s diverse cultures and sub-cultures, with their unique traditions and languages. The mentees who absorb this knowledge of their own heritage and traditions and learning about their communities are able to create songs, dances, or poetry. In fact, some of these youth projects will be performed at our BRAVE Juliana World’s Fair on October 19.

Mentoring USA has entered into a partnership with a new local nonprofit, City at Peace, Inc., the only national performing arts program for youth and social change. This program auditions youth ages 13–19 every September to take part in an entirely youth-produced dramat... continued on page 42

by ALFRED S. POSAMENTIER, Ph.D.

High tuition costs do not guarantee a superior or college education. The City University of New York (CUNY) is still the biggest bargain around. In my 32 years on the faculty at CCNY, I have observed the City University go full circle with regard to admission, enrollment, and quality of instruction. Recent data show that enrollment at the University has risen 5 percent, the strongest increase in almost 25 years. Even more impressive is the surge at CUNY’s flagship college, The City College of New York (CCNY), where enrollment increased over 13 percent. The paradox is that this increased enrollment comes right after remediation had been abolished—just the opposite of what many skeptics expected to happen.

What does this say about access and excellence?

Following social unrest of the 1960’s, the City University decided to open its doors to all high school graduates, taking as its model the practice of many central European countries. The one difference that was not figured into the equation was that in these European countries there was a selection process of students prior to high school. That is, still today, in some of these countries, hard decisions about a pupil’s academic future are made at approximately age 10. Youngsters at this age are channeled to vocational schools, non-academic high schools, or to college preparatory secondary schools. This, by the American way of thinking, is wholly unfair, for it does not allow the late bloomers to access the university system without overcoming many Herculean hurdles.

Today’s New York State high school graduates must meet higher standards than their predecessors and still compete for a seat at a university. It is not guaranteed and can be very costly. At the College, one of the first institutions of public higher education in the country, “access and excellence” has been the principle that guided the open admissions policy began in 1970. At its inception as the New York Free Academy, Townsend Harris, the then president of the Board of Education, proposed this institution as one that a good student, regardless of his means, could access. In the early years the excellence came from its students. My coauthor and good friend, the Nobel Laureate, Herbert Hauptman, class of 1937, often claims that the instructors were mediocre, but the students were first rate and made his City College years among the most wonderful of his life. Today’s City College is far more research-oriented than in earlier years with a far superior faculty. This provides the excellence in the form of genuine enrichment to our students. In addition, instructional methods and philosophy of the college faculty have changed. Faculty are reaching out and taking responsibility for working with students to give them greater opportunities to succeed. Their instructional methods are more inclusive.

When CUNY, in a major policy change in the fall of 1970, opened its doors to all high school graduates, the faculty was provided training in remediation. Unfortunately, this training did not draw on the expertise of the professional educators, the education faculty, as much as it should have. In some instances, we saw the “blind leading the blind” and not giving the best remediation to some students in need of it.

Yet, the political agenda progressed until the financial crisis of 1975 forced an end to free... continued on page 42
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Reforming Math in Schools

By JERROLD ROSS, Ph.D.

Public and private college and university mathematics educators gathered recently to establish a city-wide consortium improving the teaching of math in New York City’s schools. The group called for a number of reforms, including:

- A comprehensive review of math curricula, matching only prescribed textbooks in use with more teacher selection to meet the needs of their students.
- Less reliance on "one-model" curricula and teachers, currently in use in many of the City’s schools and more reliance on teacher’s own understanding of math.
- More time in the school day for teachers to share successful lessons with each other.
- Flexibility in the school program to enable new teachers to engage in more discussions of exemplary practices throughout the grades, not just in 4th and 8th grades.
- Increased professionalism in developing in math content, math pedagogy, and management of math classrooms both for teachers and for administrators who are not prepared to evaluate the courses the teachers are using.
- A primary focus on middle schools where most students are lost, not neglecting a strong elementary school foundation to build initial math learning skills.
- A change in the current prescriptive certification regulations to enable more rapid integration of new teachers, including expansion of the recently approved “math immers” programs.
- Finally, a city-wide Master Plan linking higher education institutions with their neighboring school districts. Consortium members insisted that “inspiration be kept alive”...by means of a city-wide K-16 plan involving all public and private resources.

Jerrold Ross is Dean of the School of Education at St. John’s University. Participants of the consortium included: Professors Bruce Vogeli (Teacher’s College); David Fois and Rosamund Welchman (Brooklyn College); Judith McMarnish, Kenneth Goldberg and Joseph Porzio(NTU); Leonard Ciauccio (College of Staten Island); Ann Jensen (Hunter College); Rowland Hughes (Fordham); Regina Mistretta and Barbara Signer(S.John’s); Ruth Pagery and Roseanne DeFabio (NYS Education Dept.); Carol Grexser (former President, NYCOE).

School Vouchers: Legal Perspectives

By MARTHA MCCARTHY, Ph.D.

On June 27, 2002, the Supreme Court delivered a significant school decision in Zelman v. Simmons-Harris. In this five-to-four decision, the Court upheld a government scholarship program for disadvantaged families in Cleveland that provides up to $2,500 for 90 percent of the tuition at participating public or private schools. No eligible public school from an adjacent district has elected to be involved in the voucher program, and the vast majority of the participating public schools are church-related.

The Supreme Court found no Establishment Clause violation, reasoning that the Cleveland program facilitates “true private choice.” The majority relied heavily on the fact that parents - not the government - make the decision for their children to attend sectarian schools. The Court equated the voucher program with permissable state tax benefits for tuition, textbook, and transportation expenses incurred in public or private schools, as both types of aid are neutral with respect to religion. The majority noted that under the voucher program, government benefits are provided to a broad group of individuals defined only by their financial need and residence in the Cleveland City School District. Even though 96 percent of the students receiving scholarships attend religious schools, the Court majority reasoned that the program does not provide incentives for parents to choose religious schools, since they still have to contribute a portion of the private school tuition. The Court emphasized that a neutral program does not become unconstitutional simply because most recipients decide to use the aid in religious schools.

Zelman is the latest decision in a series of Supreme Court rulings relaxing the wall of separation between church and state in terms of government aid to religious schools. In the past decade the Court has condoned use of public school personnel to serve as sign language interpreters and to provide remedial and other auxiliary services for students in religious schools. It also has upheld the use of public funds for computers and other instructional equipment and materials for parochial school students. Indeed, the Court recently has dismantled most of the decisions rendered in the 1970s and early 1980s when it struck down various types of government aid to religious schools and took a firm position on keeping church and state separate.

Some have equated Zelman with the landmark Brown desegregation case in terms of its potential to equalize educational opportunities for disadvantaged students. But others fear that the ruling will have a negative impact on social justice by opening the floodgates to government support for homogeneous private schools.

A number of states are considering voucher proposals in the wake of Zelman, and it remains to be seen whether this ruling’s impact on the nature of American education will be as dramatic as some anticipate.

Martha McCarthy, PhD is the Chancellor Professor, School of Education, Indiana University.

School Humor Winner

Winner of $25 – Congratulations!

At the beginning of the school year, one sixth grader was reflecting on his chance at being the 8th grade valedictorian. He said that his dad was valedictorian, his mom was valedictorian, and his sister was also valedictorian. He paused, leaned back in his chair and said, “Looks like the end of an era!”

Melvin Hazel

Olunteer Public School

Email your funny school story to ednews1@aol.com. If we print your story, you win $25! Remember to include your name, address and occupation.
Energy: A Look Ahead

Our energy future is just around the corner, and Con Edison is working hard to prepare for it.

Energy supply is very tight in our area, but it is sufficient to meet our needs this year. However, energy usage continues to grow. To meet that demand in 2003 and beyond, more power plants will be needed to produce the energy that Con Edison delivers to you.

Under deregulation, we’ve sold most of our power plants, and now focus our business on delivering your energy efficiently at the lowest possible rates. In fact, Con Edison’s delivery rates have steadily decreased over time, saving our customers about $2.6 billion by 2005.

Con Edison has invested $533 million this year and committed a total of $3.2 billion over the next five years to maintain and upgrade our transmission and delivery system. Independent industry experts confirm that Con Edison has the most reliable electric delivery system in the country.

We can all use energy wisely every day to save money year-round and to prepare for our energy future. Con Edison’s Everyday Energy-Saving Tips and Appliance Guide booklets can show you how to become your own best energy manager. For copies, call the Con Edison EnergyLine toll-free at 1-800-609-4488 or visit conEd.com.

As always, the 14,000 men and women of Con Edison work 24/7 to provide the high level of service that New Yorkers expect and deserve, and we’re proud to be part of the team that’s helping to rebuild the greatest city in the world.


THE NEW ENERGY MARKET

Generators Produce
ESCOs Energy Services Companies Supply
Con Edison Delivers
You Enjoy

Con Edison

www.conEd.com
ARC of San Diego Provides Area with Quality Programs

The Arc of San Diego has a rich tradition of developing quality programs for children and adults with developmental disabilities. All of the programs promote social, economic and personal independence. The organization’s philosophy is that people with developmental disabilities have unlimited potential and the right to equality of opportunity.

Founded in 1951 by a determined group of people who felt they had to “do something” for children with mental retardation, Arc blends a long history of service with a national reputation for success.

The term, developmental disability, describes a number of conditions, which permanently restricts an individual’s development. State and federal governments differ in definition. California identifies developmental disability as a diagnosis originating before age 18, or one or more of the following conditions: mental retardation, epilepsy, cerebral palsy and autism.

Dr. Pola Rosen, publisher of Education Update, has been invited to deliver the keynote speech at an Arc luncheon on Thursday, October 10, 2002, honoring individuals who have made a significant contribution to improving the lives of people with developmental disabilities.

Dr. Rosen, who hold a doctorate in special education from Columbia University, Teachers College made a promise when she founded Education Update seven years ago. Every month Education Update would include articles of interest in special education to help, to support and to inform developmentally disabled people and their families.

Look for coverage of the event in the next issue of Education Update.

For more information about The Arc of San Diego call (858) 715-3780 or info@arc-sd.com

CCCI THE RENAISSANCE SCHOOL

CCCI The Renaissance School, a semesters and co-educational boarding high school, has become a unique source of highest-quality education, preparing students for university/college entrance in the U.S.A., U.K., Canada, and Europe. This learning and living at CCCI unifies in Italy, home of the Renaissance and the starting point of today’s knowledge-based civilization. The School’s own town of Lanciano is an ancient-yet-modern, well serviced small city of about 40,000 located in the region of Abruzzo, beautifully situated between the Adriatic ocean and the Appennine Mountains and provides a safe, friendly, and charming environment for students to live and learn.

Students directly experience antiquity, the middle ages, the Renaissance and modern Europe, both formally, through regular organized trips with the School, and informally, through daily life in a modern town sensitively aware and conserving of its more than 3,000 year history. Classroom and book learning, upon which the School places the highest value, is dramatically enhanced when students are learning in the very places where the events being studied occurred.

Students follow a challenging university-preparation academic curriculum, including Mathematics, Computers, Classical Civilization, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Social Science, English, Art, and Drama. All courses are taught in English, except for Italian and French languages. The School offers high school grades 10 through graduation as well as Advanced Placement (University/College preparatory) courses, and students may enroll for a single semester or for up to four academic years.

CCI selects its professional teaching staff, who all possess the required teacher’s qualifications, for strength of commitment to, interest and previous training in, their subject areas. They are also chosen for strong teaching capability, devotion to students’ needs, interests both in and outside of school hours, and their willingness to assist and lead in the extracurricular life of the School. Since the School began, student awareness of and response to this professional interest and personal dedication has been very evident, and rewardingly expressed in sustained, and occasionally totally re-born, student commitment to studies and academic excellence.

CCI The Renaissance School’s mission. To inspire students through rigorous teaching and sensitive collegial mentoring, to actualize their highest intellectual and moral potential, and become fully ready for effective university study and responsible adult life, while living communally at the historic center of our modern civilization.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

NAEYC Annual Conference and Expo
“The world’s largest early childhood education meeting”
New York City
November 20-23, 2002
www.naeyc.org/conferences/annual/2002/inst_annConf.htm

The 2002 Business and Education Conference
“The New Era of Education Reform: Corporate Opportunities to Strengthen Tomorrow’s Workforce”
November 5-6, 2002
Hilton Hotel, New York, New York

Information regarding registration is available at
www.conference-board.org/conferences/conference.cfm?id=347

It takes more than an apple to reach today's teachers...
It takes

New York Teacher

• The most widely-circulated bi-weekly in the field of education
• The official publication of the New York State United Teachers
• Read by 480,000 top teachers and other professionals in education and health care
• An alert, perceptive and influential audience

To make your media plan a teacher's eye, call (800) 448-4237

800 Troy-Schenectady Road, Latham, NY 12110

GREEN MEADOW WALDORF SCHOOL
~ Education Towards Freedom ~

INTRODUCTORY SESSION
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11 • 8:30 AM
This session is appropriate for adults.

NURSERY - GRADE 12
OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24 • 2 - 4 PM

307 Hungry Hollow Road
Chestnut Ridge, NY • Rockland County
845-356-2514 • For directions: ext. 156

Est. 1950 • Chartered by NYS Board of Regents • Member NYSAIS

Abraham Lincoln School offers children in grades K through 8 an education based on love, discipline and self-knowledge. With an emphasis on reason, speech and spirit, teachers seek to uncover the limitless potential in every student.

For over 25 years The Ark Nursery has been delighted to offer the finest education to children ages 3 and 4. With “Love & Play” as the main focus, children are introduced to language, math, art, music, sport and simple spiritual principles of goodness.

Please contact us to request an application:
12 East 79th Street, New York City (212) 744-7300
www.abrahamlincolnschool.org

Join New York City’s largest volunteer program dedicated to helping public school children.

Call (212) 213-3370
www.learningleaders.org

Abraham Lincoln SCHOOL

Come Visit us at our Admissions Open Houses!
R.S.V.P.
Sunday, October 20 11:00-1:00 PM
Laurie Tisch-Sussman: Creative Solutions to Art Education’s Woes

By MARIE HOLMES

Laurie Tisch-Sussman has always had an idealistic streak. “At the University of Michigan I kind of majored in the anti-war effort,” she says. Sussman graduated, with a degree in education, “thinking I was going to stop the war.”

Friends joked at the time that her efforts had been a little too successful, for the war soon did come to an end, leaving Sussman without her cause. She then moved to Park City, Utah to become a “ski bum.” “I didn’t know what [that] was, but I knew that no one else in my family had done it.”

Fired from her waitressing job—“I still had that kind of rebel thing”—Sussman found work as a substitute teacher, then as a full-time Spanish teacher. She became involved with the Kimball Arts Center in Park City, helping out with fundraising efforts.

After five years of “ski-bumming,” teaching, and fundraising, Sussman came to New York, where she worked in advertising, sales and promotions and eventually married. She remembers having a conversation with a friend when her daughter was a few months old and voicing “that familiar moan of women with kids—should I work full time? Part time?”

In the mid-nineties, the Annenberg grants made news in the New York “foundation world.” A program to create small schools was the first effort in the city funded by the Annenberg foundation, which had pledged $500 million to public education. At the time, there was some talk about a second Annenberg program focusing on the humanities.

Then Commissioner Chapin pitched the idea to secure Annenberg funds to put arts back into the schools to Chancellors Cortines and Crew. Chapin was persistent, says Sussman, and then Schools Chancellor Rudy Crew was supportive of the plan. A firm called Art Visions was hired with funding secured from the Diamond Foundation to prepare a proposal to the Annenberg Foundation. Hollis Hendrick came on board as Executive Director after the Foundation awarded its challenge grant. Sussman was asked to chair the newly formed Center for Arts Education.

“I was really kind of ready not to do it,” she recalls. “I didn’t really want to take on anything that big.” When proposing the plan to education professionals, “everybody said, ‘great idea, impossible execution.’” But with the encouragement of friends, Sussman finally agreed to steer the effort.

From 1996-2001 the group managed to raise $24 million in public and private funds from the Board of Education, Department of Cultural Affairs and private donors to secure Annenberg’s two-for-one matching grant. In the first grant round in 1997 over 400 schools submitted proposals. To apply for a grant from the Center for Arts Education, schools are required to describe, in a formal proposal, how they plan to partner with existing cultural institutions to enhance their arts curriculum as well as how they will sustain these programs after the grants run out. During the first 5 years, the Center for Arts Education awarded over $21 million to 81 school partnerships.

The Center for Arts Education has expanded its activities to include parents as partners, a grants program where parents and children participate in arts activities in their schools. There is also an internship program that places high school students in arts-related businesses and organizations. Two years ago the Center launched the “4 R’s” advertising campaign (subway posters read, for example, “Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Rhythm”) designed to raise public awareness.

Prepared to close in 2001 when the Annenberg funding ended, focus groups and casual conversations convinced Sussman and her co-workers that they should stick around.

That led to the question of money, and whether the new schools chancellor would offer BOE funds. Based on the Center’s new strategic plan, Chancellor Levy pledged $2.5 million. Donations from private foundations and individuals followed which earned the Center extended funding in the form of a one-to-one “challenge” grant.

This June, the Center awarded 31 new schools with three-year grants of $100,000. At PS 142, artists from Inside Broadway and Mark DeGarmo and Dancers will set up residencies, hold professional development workshops and perform for the students. At the High School of Communication and Technology, dancers from Dance Wave will teach dance to the students during their physical education classes and will train teachers in dance instruction. Partnership institutions range from small to large and are spread throughout the boroughs, from the New York City Philharmonic to the Snug Harbor Cultural Center in Staten Island.

“It’s lunacy that you’ve got this city and no arts education,” says Sussman. “It is like growing up in Bermuda and not learning how to swim.” She believes that even modest funds can help “marshal the resources.”

“We’re in a pretty daunting fiscal situation right now,” she says, acknowledging that Chancellor Klein and other city officials are preparing to close in 2001 when the Annenberg funding ended, focus groups and casual conversations convinced Sussman and her co-workers that they should stick around.

That left the question of money, and whether the new schools chancellor would offer BOE funds. Based on the Center’s new strategic plan, Chancellor Levy pledged $2.5 million. Donations from private foundations and individuals followed which earned the Center extended funding in the form of a one-to-one “challenge” grant.

This June, the Center awarded 31 new schools with three-year grants of $100,000. At PS 142, artists from Inside Broadway and Mark DeGarmo and Dancers will set up residencies, hold professional development workshops and perform for the students. At the High School of Communication and Technology, dancers from Dance Wave will teach dance to the students during their physical education classes and will train teachers in dance instruction. Partnership institutions range from small to large and are spread throughout the boroughs, from the New York City Philharmonic to the Snug Harbor Cultural Center in Staten Island.

“It’s lunacy that you’ve got this city and no arts education,” says Sussman. “It is like growing up in Bermuda and not learning how to swim.” She believes that even modest funds can help “marshal the resources.”

“We’re in a pretty daunting fiscal situation right now,” she says, acknowledging that Chancellor Klein and other city officials are facing difficult decisions. “But I think it would be difficult to cut the arts again. There’s too much awareness.”

Laurie Tisch-Sussman
Discover the Harvey School

Where students find success with teachers who work with students as individuals, both in and out of the classroom, in a warm and supportive environment.

Harvey is a coeducational college preparatory school enrolling boys and girls of varying abilities in grades 6-12, either as day students or as five-day boarding students.

SUDS for Literacy: Car Wash

The Children (past and present) of The Sterling School and Pacific St. between Hoyt and Smith, 10 AM - 2PM

November 10- December 18, 2002

Walsh Library Gallery.

Portraits of Remembrance: An Artist's Response to (973) 275-2033

Co-sponsored by the Museum of American Folk Art, New Seton Hall University, Walsh Library Gallery

Calendar of Events October 2002

Cultural Events

Works by Folk Artist Jack Shasky
Seton Hall University, Walsh Library Gallery
September 13 - October 29, 2002
Co-sponsored by the Museum of American Folk Art, New York, Monday-Friday, 10:30 am - 4:30 pm, FREE
(973) 275-2033

Opening Reception for Portraits of Remembrance: An Artist's Response to the Holocaust, The Work of Diana Kurz
Seton Hall University
November 10, 2002
A talk with Artist Diana Kurz and slide show in Kozlowski Auditorium followed by gallery tour and reception in Walsh Library Gallery.
1:30 PM, FREE
(973) 781-9006

Portraits of Remembrance: An Artist's Response to the Holocaust, The Work of Diana Kurz
November 10- December 18, 2002
Seton Hall University
Walsh Library Gallery
Monday - Friday, 10:30 AM - 4:30 PM, FREE
(973) 275-2033

Non-Profit Fundraisers

Side by Side, For All: A New York City Campaign
October 26th as part of Make a Difference Day
Pacific St. between Hoyt and Smith, 10 AM - 2PM
Suggested donation $5

The Children (past and present) of The Sterling School and the Clients of Lady Liberty Educational Alliance give back to their community. Since these children are Dyslexic, they wanted their community service project to help other children who need help to read and write, hence the profits from the car wash will go to 1) expand the services of Lady Liberty which provides free Orton-Gillingham based remediation and 2) a local neighborhood tutorial program.

GRANTS FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS

A New Monthly column to help school superintendents and principals get additional funding so needed at a time when school budgets have been cut.

The Coca-Cola Foundation

The Coca-Cola Foundation encourages new solutions to problems that impede educational systems today, and it supports existing programs that work. Because the challenges facing our education are so broad, the Foundation’s commitment is multifaceted. It offers support to public and private colleges and universities, elementary and secondary schools, teacher-training programs, educational programs for minority students, and education programs.

Next application deadline: December 1, 2002. www2.coca-cola.com/citizenship/foundation_guidelines.html

Teaching Tolerance

The Southern Poverty Law Center provides Teaching Tolerance grants of up to $2,000 to K-12 classroom teachers for implementing tolerance projects in schools and communities. Proposals from other educators such as community organizations and churches will be considered on the basis of direct student impact.

Application deadline: ongoing. www.tolerance.org/teach/expand/grp/guide.jsp

IBM’s Reinvigorating Education Program

IBM announced a $15 million grant program designed to drive higher-quality training for U.S. public school teachers—elevating their preparation to the rigorous standards in other professional fields. The announcement brings IBM’s investment in its global Reinvigorating Education initiative—currently serving 65,000 teachers and six million students—to $70 million. The Reinvigorating Education teacher training initiative creates a first-of-a-kind national collaborative among the participating teacher education schools with the common goal of driving up the academic quality of teacher preparation. The grants will bring innovative technologies into schools of education, and build new, permanent bridges between teacher education programs and the schools they serve.


Handspring Foundation

The Handspring Foundation focuses on supporting non-profit organizations or international equivalents that help at-risk children and youth. The Foundation makes cash grants from $1,000 to $25,000 for projects that focus on preK-12 education or other issues directly related to at-risk children and youth.

Application deadline: November 1, 2002.

http://www.handspring.com/company/foundation/about.shtml

eSchool News School Funding Center

Information on up-to-the-minute grant programs, funding sources, and technology funding.

http://www.eschoolnews.com/resources/funding/

Philanthropy News Digest-K-12 Funding Opportunities

K-12 Funding opportunities with links to grantseeking for teachers, learning technology, and more. http://jdcenterfounders.org/

School Grants

A collection of resources and tips to help K-12 educators apply for and obtain special grants for a variety of projects.

http://www.schoolgrants.org

For hours and other information visit www.cuny.edu/cuny-week, or call 1-800-CUNY-YES

Teaching Tolerance

Three Hot Shows - BZ on the Beach - The Lion King

AIDA

Call: 212-703-1040 or 800-439-9000

Email: disneybroadways@gmail.com

Web: www.disneybroadway.com/groups

Workshops
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By MARIE HOLMES

On the fifth floor of a sparkling, newly renovated building, with views of the nearby Verrazano bridge, Superintendent Vincent Grippo and his staff oversee 31,000 children in the Brooklyn neighborhoods of Bay Ridge, Borough Park, Parkville, Dyker Heights, New Utrecht and Bath Beach. Framed etchings and watercolors decorate the office and hallway walls, and if it weren’t for the attached labels, nobody would know that the artists were still in grade school.

“We want artists who like to teach,” says Grippo, rather than “teachers who like art.” He also notes, jokingly, that professional artists, preferring to teach part-time, also come at a significantly lower price than regular classroom teachers. These artists, as well as music teachers, serve the elementary schools of District 20, which boasts a district-wide elementary band an orchestra and Suzuki violin and Suzuki band and orchestra.

Grippo has certified as Reading Recovery teachers by a program run out of NYU. “It’s like intensive care for youngsters in the first grade who are experiencing difficulty with literacy,” explains Grippo. Last year, District 20’s fourth graders scored third citywide on standardized exams, above the averages for both the city and the state, despite having the fourth largest number of English Language Learners citywide.

Grippo contributes this success to a number of factors, primarily professional development. “It’s the most important thing. You’ve got to teach teachers to work smarter, not harder—they already work hard.” He also credits a whole-child approach and after school programming made possible by funding from 21st Century Schools.

The district supports an inclusion model for special education students, in which students are brought into the mainstream classroom, along with another teacher and a paraprofessional.

“We’re trying to keep kids in their classrooms and keep down the student-teacher ratio,” says Grippo. With slimming city budgets, how does district 20 manage to afford all these “extras”? Foremost, explains Grippo, “we run a very lean administration.” He admits, however, that the district has been “very lucky in getting grants.”

Within the last two years, the district has been awarded a federal Magnet grant of $5 million, $7 million to improve teacher training, $2 million from 21st Century Schools for the after school programming, Comprehensive School Reform Education grants from the State Education Department and several other sums.

The individual schools have also received funds, such as the two Annenberg grants for arts education that were announced last June.

Like many districts, 20 relies on one staff grant-writer, as well as other temporary consultants.

“You have to be competitive,” reasons Grippo. “You have to be a manager. You have to know your budget and how to use it.”

Competition, Grippo believes, isn’t necessarily a negative thing, even in the public schools. Middle-school students in the district, for example, apply to small theme-based academies carved out of large middle schools. “Our middle school kids literally make a choice. They don’t necessarily stay in the same school,” says Grippo. “Oddly enough, the competition works. Schools get worried and they start to make changes.”

The Superintendent strongly feels that “a building does not define a school,” which is lucky, given that district 20 is 107 percent utilized, despite the opening of a new school in September, the addition of portable classrooms and the new early childhood center, which houses a number of beautiful new kindergarten classrooms in the lower floors of Grippo’s office building.

In one classroom, a group of five year-olds sat on a brightly colored rug, listening to their teacher; in the cafeteria, folded tables had been pushed against the walls to make room for physical activity as the children jumped in and out of colored hula-hoops.

“The real challenge,” says Grippo, “is to get a quality program into every school, into every classroom, into every grade, and leave no child behind.”

---

**INSIDE THE SUPERINTENDENT’S OFFICE:**

**Supt. Vincent Grippo, District 20**

**Let this be your year for unprecedented success in activating your student’s natural gifts for learning arithmetic and algebra!**

**Rescue your students from fear and failure in mathematics by:**

- providing explanations that actually make sense
- eliminating excessive memorization and rote learning
- showing them how to use their minds to learn its concepts and skills
- understanding how to activate the same competence for the learning of stories and one’s native language, in order that they will learn mathematics just as naturally and effectively

**This program is, by far, one of the most tried, tested, and proven mathematics interventions in the nation whereby:**

- kindergarten and first graders have achieved mental mastery of all addition/subtraction facts
- first graders have mastered the reading of whole number numerals up to hundreds of trillions and instantly named the value and place value of each digit
- second graders have mastered multiplication facts, multiplication (two or more digits by one digit) and long division
- fourth/fifth graders have mastered “seventh grade math”
- whole classes of fifth/sixth graders have surpassed, by far, the performance of ninth graders on statewide Algebra I exams.

**Call us today at 1-800-VIP-MATH (1-800-847-6284) and visit our website at www.ProfB.com**

Professor B Enterprises, Inc., PO Box 2079 Duluth, GA 30096
Klaas Kids & Court TV
Present Forensics Curriculum

By TOM KERTES

“It’s the most horrible thing that can ever happen to a parent. It changes your life. You face your fears like you never faced them before. You have to become proactive—do something, anything!—or you’ll get totally defeated by it.”

The speaker is Mark Klaas, the father of Polly Klaas, the 12 year-old girl who was kidnapped and killed in the mid-1990’s. Mr. Klaas has become the leading spokesman and activist in the field of preventing such tragedies—and catching and punishing the perpetrators in cases where the crime could not be prevented. He formed the Klaas Kids Foundation which, in partnership with Court TV, has already digitally fingerprinted and created photo files of over 8,000 children around the country.

Court TV’s popular Mobile Investigative Unit has wrapped up a 20-City nationwide tour at the Children’s Museum of Manhattan by unveiling an unprecedented high school forensics curriculum, created in partnership with Klaas Kids. “While the level of science education in this country is unsatisfactory, forensic education is practically nonexistent,” said Tom Bohan, a spokesman from the American Academy of Forensic Science, which played a significant part in developing the curriculum. “So this is a breakthrough: ‘better education will inevitably lead to greater safety.’”

The curriculum, called “truly high-class,” by Bohan, indeed includes the teaching of the latest scientific developments, including DNA analysis, fingerprinting, analysis of hair samples, footprint casting, fiber comparisons, digital imaging, and all other imaginable avenues of investigative techniques and forensic technology. It comes with high quality instructional materials as well. But how to get the word out to science teachers?

“That is our task,” said Dr. Gerald Wheeler from the National Science Teachers Association. “We are holding a Forensic Education Conference on October 25-27 for high school science teachers from all over the country. We have 53,000 members devoted to teaching science. And this wonderful new curriculum will be our featured topic.”

“This is the ideal time to embark on this new curriculum,” said Klaas. “The current rash of high-profile child kidnappings has brought increased attention to this national problem—and it indeed demands the formation of creative partnerships between private and governmental institutions. So the involvement of a major media corporation—such as Court TV—is huge.”

“Increased attention leads to better education,” added Klaas. “In fact, we are already seeing some results. I submit to you that without the focus upon the Van Damme, Elizabeth Short, and Samantha Runyon cases, we would not have found those two young teenage girls alive in California. The Sheriff’s Department there simply would not have known what to do, at least not at the incredibly high level they operated in that case.”

So it’s quite clear: “better education will inevitably lead to greater safety.”

An Open Letter From the Publisher
WHO’S THE “TEACHER OF THE MONTH” IN YOUR SCHOOL?

Dear Principals and Superintendents:

Education Update is currently seeking nominations for our new Outstanding Teachers of the Month full page feature. The feature will honor four teachers each month for their outstanding work with students. Parents, principals, superintendents, students and colleagues may nominate teachers by describing, in one or two paragraphs, what is “special” about them. Principals are required to sign the recommendations before they are sent on to Education Update. A panel of prominent educators will review the nominations.

In June, we will invite the teachers, their principals and superintendents to a luncheon to celebrate their achievements.

Teachers are the backbone of our educational system and they deserve the recognition that Education Update plans to give them. We would greatly appreciate your posting this information in your office or in your school newsletter. Please email nominations to ednews1@aol.com or fax to (212) 481-3919.

Sincerely,
Pola Rosen, Ed.D.
Publisher

Manhattan Placements

A personal and highly effective placement company for teachers, administrators & department heads serving New York and New Jersey. TEACHERS and ADMINISTRATORS seeking positions in independent schools, please send your resumes (by post or email, not by fax) to:

(212) 288-3507
CKunstenaar@aol.com
501 East 79th Street, #6A
New York, NY 10021
www.manhattanplacements.com

Claude Kunstenaar, Director
Sylvie Falzon-Kunstenaar, Assistant Director
HALSTEAD BRINGS THE WORLD INTO NYC CLASSROOMS

By POLA ROSEN, Ed.D.

Teachers and students recently came together in a culminating activity that really connected them to other countries and peoples, clearly demonstrating the success of Heather Halstead’s program Reach the World. Founded just a few years ago when Halstead graduated from Princeton University with a passion for teaching and for sailing the seven seas, her not-for-profit endeavor was the perfect union of her interests. With the purchase of a large sailboat, the Makulu II (“big momma”), Halstead as skipper and classmates and friends as crew, plotted a course around the globe, beset at times by rough seas and engine trouble, they continued to make contact with classrooms in New York City via satellite. Students could “sail” as armchair travelers while learning about the countries, customs and peoples that the Makulu visited. Not only could students track the voyage and ports of call on a map, they were also able to email crew members with any questions they had. Teachers could design curricula around any facet of the Makulu’s voyage and the crew could provide the “hands-on, reality base” for the lessons.

At the final activities and festivities recently, students from Mrs. Moon’s fourth grade class in PS 163 Manhattan discussed the animals that the Makulu II had seen on its voyages. Among them were sharks and snakes, which the children described with interesting facts.

The 6th graders at IS 145 in the Bronx presented a project on the Galapagos Islands. Eight groups of four gave written reports about various topics. Students continuously tracked the ship through www.reachtheworld.org. Collaborating teachers included Kelly Kaughan and Leila Morsy. According to Kaughan, the “greatest significance of the project was that each child was connected to part of it and then deeply researched that topic. Integrating the curriculum was a challenge that took longer than expected partly because we only had four computers.”

Students from class 704 in IS 390 made these comments: “Because of Reach the World, we can communicate with kids around the world; you’re just one click away.”

When the ship finally arrived in New York City, students were eager to go on board, meet the crew in person and see the physical Makulu II which they had tracked so assiduously and which had widened their horizons so dramatically.

A Unique Central Repository for the Cultural and Historical Legacy of the Jewish People

Fall and Winter Workshops

For middle school and high school teachers of literature and social studies

A Case Study in Immigrant America

Wednesday, October 16, 2002, 4 to 6 p.m.

Family History as American History

Wednesday, December 11, 2002, 4 to 6 p.m.

Please telephone 212-288-6987 or call (212) 288-6987

www.reachtheworld.org
LOYOLA SCHOOL
INVITES EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS
AND THEIR PARENTS TO OUR
2002 Admissions
Open House
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17
MONDAY, OCTOBER 21
6:00 TO 8:00 PM

• Meet Rev. Stephen N. Katsouros, President, Dr. Franklin N. Caesar, Headmaster, members of the faculty, and Loyola parents.
• Gain greater insights into our academic and extra curricular programs.
• Take a school tour and engage in informal conversations with our student tour guides.
• Parents and students should select one of the above dates to attend.
• Parents are highly encouraged to pre-register their children for the event. Please contact the Admissions Office by email at admissions@loyola-nyc.org or by phone at 212.288.3522.
• Limited on-site registrations will be accepted on a space available basis.

BROOKLYN FRIENDS SCHOOL
JOIN US FOR A TOUR!
BROOKLYN FRIENDS SCHOOL ADMISSION TOURS
FOR ADMISSION TO THE 2003-2004 SCHOOL YEAR
Plan to tour BFS and see why we get such high marks from students, parents and alums, including Sara Horowitz ’80, a 2000 recipient of a MacArthur Foundation “genius” grant, who said, “My time at BFS gave me the grounding to learn and hold onto my values, to keep my heart and mind focused on having the courage of my convictions, and to be proud that they still matter so much!”

FALL TOUR DATES

PRE-SCHOOL
Fanny Carter - 4s
Thursday, Oct. 10, 9:15 am
Thursday, Oct. 17, 9:15 am
Monday, Oct. 21, 9:15 am
Friday, Nov. 1, 9:15 am
Monday, Nov. 4, 9:15 am
Thursday, Nov. 14, 9:15 am
Monday, Nov. 18, 9:15 am
Monday, Dec. 2, 9:15 am
Friday, Dec. 6, 9:15 am

Please call the Admissions Office after Labor Day to reserve a tour. Please call (718) 852-1029, ext. 213 for the Preschool program and ext. 232 for K-12.

LOWER SCHOOL
Kindergarten - 4th Grade
Thursday, Oct. 10, 9:15 am
Tuesday, Oct. 15, 9:15 am
Thursday, Oct. 24, 9:15 am
Thursday, Nov. 7, 9:15 am
Tuesday, Nov. 19, 9:15 am
Thursday, Dec. 12, 9:15 am

LOWER SCHOOL
Kindergarten - 4th Grade
Thursday, Oct. 10, 9:15 am
Tuesday, Oct. 15, 9:15 am
Thursday, Oct. 24, 9:15 am
Thursday, Nov. 7, 9:15 am
Tuesday, Nov. 19, 9:15 am
Thursday, Dec. 12, 9:15 am

UPPER SCHOOL
9th Grade - 11th Grade
Friday, Oct. 25, 9 am
Monday, Oct. 28, 9 am
Monday, Nov. 4, 9 am
Friday, Nov. 15, 9 am
Monday, Nov. 18, 9 am
Thursday, Dec. 5, 10:45 am

MIDDLE SCHOOL
5th Grade - 8th Grade
Wednesday, Oct. 16, 9:30 am
Wednesday, Oct. 30, 9:30 am
Wednesday, Nov. 6, 9:30 am
Wednesday, Nov. 20, 9:30 am
Monday, Dec. 2, 9:00 am

MIDDLE SCHOOL
5th Grade - 8th Grade
Wednesday, Oct. 16, 9:30 am
Wednesday, Oct. 30, 9:30 am
Wednesday, Nov. 6, 9:30 am
Wednesday, Nov. 20, 9:30 am
Monday, Dec. 2, 9:00 am

UPPER SCHOOL
9th Grade - 11th Grade
Friday, Oct. 25, 9 am
Monday, Oct. 28, 9 am
Monday, Nov. 4, 9 am
Friday, Nov. 15, 9 am
Monday, Nov. 18, 9 am
Thursday, Dec. 5, 10:45 am

375 Pearl Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
www.brooklynfriends.org

Skills for school. Confidence for everything else.

For more than 20 years, Sylvan has helped over a million children develop a love of learning. We get results through a proven process that works — the Sylvan Advantage™

• We begin by identifying each child’s specific needs, then we provide individual attention and personalized lesson plans.
• Sylvan teachers are highly trained and certified — and just love teaching.
• We keep you updated every step of the way with regularly scheduled conferences and progress reports.

If your child is struggling in school or just isn’t being challenged enough, call Sylvan today.

Now with 6 convenient locations in New York City

Call us today at 1-800-EDUCATE
Students Learn Outdoors in the Pacific Northwest

By BRENDAN KILEY

Founded in 1998, the PSELC seeks to yoke together science, technology and arts education, using hands-on learning in a verdant setting. Primarily offering four-day overnight programs for area students in grades three through six, the Center’s attendees learn through exploring inter-tidal ecosystems, mapping the boggy areas of a watershed and testing a local pond’s water quality before bringing their data back into the classroom for careful analysis. “We want to take an experimental approach to serious learning,” says Pat Guild O’Rourke, the Center’s Director of Education. “We want the students to see the seriousness that can happen from learning when their experience comes first.”

At the time of its official opening in September, the Center anticipated that over 7,000 students, children and adults will pass through its doors annually. In addition to overnight programs for elementary school students, graduate students, teachers and families can attend classes in nature photography, furniture building and, using the Center as an example, sustainable design.

“We incorporated green materials to show the public what we can do with green building,” said Communications coordinator Christine Llobregat. The PSELC’s founders visited over 20 centers and conducted extensive group meetings with the island community before designing the site.

“Our buildings teach,” explained Denise Dumouchel, School and Teacher Programs Coordinator. In the classrooms, students stride across floors made of bamboo, cork and recycled tires and study on countertops made from recycled yogurt cartons. The Center boasts passive and active solar energy and a “living machine”—a wastewater treatment system utilizing plants. “We try to model developments in sustainable design,” Dumouchel said, “which is a dream for many residential programs I’ve worked for before.”

After the success of a ten-school pilot program, the PSELC is booked through the 2002-2003 school year. The Center, however, carefully tries to balance and represent the total variety of the Seattle area. Private and public schools from districts urban and rural, wealthy and needy, have been encouraged to participate. According to Dumouchel, the Center aims at providing education with powerful personal experiences: “The affective domain has to come first.”

The programs seem to be working. Besides coming away with a greater education about the interrelatedness of human and ecological systems, students have learned how to get along with one another. This success fulfills one of the Center’s primary missions—education that provides an integrated sense of social and ecological stewardship.

Dumouchel’s favorite anecdote involves a group of homeless students who entered the April pilot program. After they returned to their regular school, their recess monitor called the PSELC, wondering “what it had done to them.” “For the first time, the kids were playing together without trying to hurt each other,” Dumouchel said. “A lot of this relies on our ability to meet the children where they are when they arrive. It’s a very powerful experience for a lot of these kids.”

You know, you can do something better...

Design, Build, Soar!

Seeds Software

www.Seeds2Learn.com
Ph: 206.782.0914 Email: Science@Seeds2Learn.com

Use our comprehensive software package to teach your students math & science using the principles of flight and design. With our software, they can design impressive gliders and rubberband powered aircraft to build and really fly! Consider the incredible excitement and learning! Need something simpler? Then get our Gilders by Design software to easily design gliders. Find out about our Science Methods, Bungee Egg Challenge, and Global Warming software too. With these packages, your students will learn to use technology effectively, to evaluate and design. Don’t be surprised to find how interested and engaged they will be doing real science with powerful science tools!

We Accept School PO’s and have Volume Discounts
“The Promise of Preschool” 
Airs Sunday, October 27 at 12:30 pm on WNET/13

By MERRI ROSENBERG

In this compelling documentary, the film asks the provocative question of whether the American convention of starting public school in kindergarten is too late. Not surprisingly, perhaps, the inevitable conclusion, after viewing this one-hour argument proclaiming the benefits of quality pre-school experiences, is yes. Although there are a few voices arguing against universal pre-school for American children (notably articulated by a spokes-woman for the conservative Goldwater Foundation, mostly because the K-12 public school model, in her opinion, doesn’t have a stellar track record), most of the experts who executive producer John Merrow gives air time to in this work are staunch supporters of making good pre-school available to all.

The program is essentially divided into four parts. One shows a private Montessori nursery school in Manhattan, where—for a yearly tuition of $15,000—the privileged three and four-year-olds are exposed to astronomy, art, music, reading, and chess. Another segment documents what it’s like for children in the impoverished inner city of Bridgeport, Connecticut, who attend a federally-funded Head Start program, whose teachers earn, on average, less than half of the Montessori staff’s $38,000 a year, and where the focus is on teaching basic skills, like colors, letters, numbers and shapes.

Much of the middle section of the documentary highlights the ecole maternelle system of France, where the teachers all have master’s degrees in early childhood education (paid for by the French government), and where all children have access to the same curriculum, the same equipment, and perhaps most important, the same standards. And all of it is free for the parents.

As Marian Wright Edelman, speaking admiringly of the French system, says, “In France, the value of children isn’t even discussed. It’s assumed.”

The documentary places France’s system (where the cost of universal pre-school is about $3,300 per child) in sharp contrast to the inequitable patchwork that characterizes America’s offerings, where it’s painfully obvious that the offspring of educated, affluent parents who have access to the best pre-school education available start kindergarten with an undeniable advantage over children who live in inner-city poverty, or rural isolation.

And the documentary also focuses on Georgia’s experiment to provide universal pre-school to four-year-olds (at a cost of $4,000 per child, paid for by the state; Head Start spends about $7,000 per child), an endeavor that former governor Zell Miller developed as a keystone of his administration.

It’s hard to watch this and not come away thinking that our system is flawed from the beginning, that given the higher standards and expectations required of our children at a much earlier age, it’s more than a pity to waste those years between three and five. Anyone who works with elementary school children should make it a point to watch this documentary.
Poll Shows Voters Want States to Fund Preschool

State governments should provide enough funding so that every American family can afford to send its three and four year-old children to a high-quality preschool education program. That’s what 87 percent of respondents said in a national survey of 3,230 voters just released by the National Institute for Early Education Research (NIERR), a newly-formed institute at Rutgers University.

The poll shows remarkable support for voluntary, universally available pre-kindergarten, according to NIERR Director Steve Barnett. “Voters across all age groups,” said Barnett, “agree in two points: early education should be of high quality and they should be available and affordable to all parents.”

Survey respondents say the biggest obstacle parents face in finding a good early education program is that many are too expensive (42 percent). They also say there’s not enough information on finding programs, there aren’t enough good programs, and programs aren’t close to home or work.

Most voters surveyed think high-quality programs should be free to all children, regardless of family income. While half say these programs should be funded from the existing state budget, one-third believe early education is so important they would be willing to pay higher state taxes to fund universal access to quality programs.

The poll also shows that voters believe early education is important for a variety of reasons. 76 percent are convinced that participants do better when more self-confident and better adjusted; 73 percent believe preschool programs strengthen families by giving parents the resources they need to help their children get a good start.

Only one in five persons surveyed currently had children aged five and under, and Barnett sees the widespread support for early education from adults who aren’t directly involved as encouraging.

The poll was conducted by Peter D. Hart Research Associates and Market Strategies last winter. Those questioned numbered 1107 nationwide.

MARYMOUNT SCHOOL
1026 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10028
An independent, college preparatory, Catholic day school educating girls and young women in the tradition of academic excellence and moral values.

- Metropolitan Museum of Art Classes for the Integrated Humanities Program and other interdisciplinary courses are held here.
- Community Services Opportunities: YSOP, New York Cares Day, Social Justice Work, School Service, Zimbabwe school outreach and many others
- Semester or year abroad: Marymount Schools in London, Paris and Rome
- Athletics: Basketball, Volleyball, Softball, Soccer, Tennis, Badminton, Field Hockey, Fencing, Swimming, Cross Country, Track & Field, Golf, AAIS Basketball Champions
- Senior Internships

Upper School Open House
Tuesday, Oct. 22
6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
RSVP (212) 744-4486
(limited space available)
E-mail: admissions@marymount.k12.ny.us

E-mail: admissions@marymount.k12.ny.us

The Dwight School
The Dwight School is a coeducational, college preparatory school providing a traditional, individualized, and challenging course of study. Dwight offers the highly-regarded International Baccalaureate Programs in Grades K through Twelve.

The Dwight School is comprised of families from the Greater New York and international communities, and we enjoy an excellent record of college placement.

FALL 2002 OPEN HOUSES
This is an opportunity to tour The Dwight School and to meet Chancellor Stephen H. Spahn and the Admissions Committee.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grades K - 4</th>
<th>Grades 5 - 8</th>
<th>Grades 9 - 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 8, 2002</td>
<td>October 10, 2002</td>
<td>October 9, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 15, 2002</td>
<td>October 17, 2002</td>
<td>October 16, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 22, 2002*</td>
<td>October 24, 2002*</td>
<td>October 23, 2002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 29, 2002</td>
<td>October 31, 2002</td>
<td>October 30, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 5, 2002</td>
<td>November 14, 2002</td>
<td>November 6, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 7, 2002</td>
<td>November 21, 2002*</td>
<td>November 13, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 12, 2002</td>
<td>December 5, 2002</td>
<td>November 20, 2002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 19, 2002*</td>
<td>December 12, 2002</td>
<td>December 4, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 26, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td>December 11, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 3, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| December 10, 2002 | | * Open

All open houses begin at 9:00 a.m. and end at approximately 10:15 a.m. They are held at 291 Central Park West and are for prospective parents.

A reservation is required. Please contact the Admissions Office at (212) 724-2146, ext. 1 or at admissions@dwhight.edu to reserve your place.

New York Teachers
Bring your teaching degree to California

California is looking for talented teachers to lead our classrooms in grades K-12. Our school districts especially need teachers in the subject areas of special education, math, science, bilingual/ESL and reading.

In California, you’ll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you’ll be welcomed with open arms and minds eager to learn. CalTeach is your one-stop information, recruitment and referral source for teaching jobs in California. For more information or to view our online job database, visit www.calteach.com.

1-866-CalTeach
(1-866-225-8322)

CalTeach
Left Coast. Right Job.*
**CAREERS**

**LAUREN GLAZER: RESTAURANT MANAGER**

By JOAN BAUM, Ph.D.

It's 1:30 p.m. on a Tuesday, gloriously sunny, a welcome respite from the intense muggy heat of the last few days, and anyone with a love of food, New York, and the outdoors would not be sitting at one of those wonderful cafés that continue to sprout up all over the city. Indeed, near Union Square Park, the sidewalk lunch tables are mostly taken, but nothing beats the scene at the Union Square Café on 16th Street. It's packed, which is remarkable, because the action's not outside in the sun, but inside.

People keep arriving. They know where they're going and why. Union Square, one of five restaurants owned by Danny Meyer, has a reputation for having not only some of the best food in town but one of the most welcoming atmospheres as well. That customers get a full-smile, soft-toned greeting and feel immediately comfortable is largely due to the presence of Union Square's vivacious young manager, Lauren Glazer. Only 30, she handles with ease the kind of high-powered job that has proved daunting to many a pro twice her age. "There's nothing smoozy about this place," she says, no arrogant host or headwaiter telling people where to sit, what to order, especially wines. She sees to it. With her open face, blonde hair pulled neatly back around her ears and barely there make up, she exudes healthy, all-American good looks that suggest an ingénue bound for the stage. Except that 1) Lauren has already been there and 2) Lauren remembers. "People wanted to be in a safe place, somewhere they could be secure." Union Square did a lot of fusion, depressed, people showed up at the Union Square Café looking for a familiar place. Lots of places had closed. Union Square Café stayed open. "That night food took on great importance," Lauren remembers. "People wanted to be in a safe place, somewhere they could be secure." Union Square did a lot of meat loaf and potatoes that week.

So what accounts for the success of an upscale restaurant manager like Lauren Glazer? Experience, experience, experience. And nothing's been lost because of her undergraduate major. Just the opposite. "This industry is all theatre," she says. In fact, the dinner-theatre connection has been dimming of late, with more people skipping shows and turning dining into the entire evening. Dinner has become the show, at least her show to produce and direct. As a restaurant manager she draws on her theatrical training, and when she was a theatre undergraduate, doing regional theatre and summer stock and working with a children's group on "Fiddler on the Roof," she waited tables.

Out of college and thinking restaurants, however, she admits she was totally green. "I knew nothing about food, I thought mashed potatoes came out of a box." After graduation from Yale, she went on to waiting Big Time: The Empire Diner, where she worked the graveyard shift, 11:00 pm to 7:00 am. Then a friend who owned a small restaurant in the upper West Side, Good Enough To Eat ("what great meat loaf!") gave her an opportunity to branch out, purchase orders, get into hosting, the restaurant business. Did she lose time by not majoring in business management in college? No, though she did go to bartending school. What was truly valuable, she says, was her all-around liberal arts education. Being a manager means exercising critical thinking, problem solving and communication skills. As for that theatre major, well, she delights in "performing" little acts of surprise for her customers, if she learns something significant about them. She takes pride and great pleasure in getting a "rave" as customers leave, and suffers to the point of not sleeping, if there's been a slip up.

Yes, it's important to learn how to handle the financial side, and be trained to answer phones and make reservations, but some things can't be taught, she notes—entrepreneurial spirit, inner graciousness, a feel for the hospitality business. Lauren Glazer loves her work but like those who ultimately work for someone, she daydreams about being her own boss. Someday. Maybe.#

**Learning Leaders Helps Students Succeed**

The recent opening meeting of Learning Leaders headed by Carol Kellerman, filled the Sheraton ballroom to overflowing. Special guests included Nane Amann, a lawyer in Sweden who is currently a learning leader and wife of Kofi Annan, Secretary-General of the United Nations. Ms. Annan has devoted her life to helping people around the world who are struggling with poverty, ill health and the lack of education.

Chancellor Joel Klein and UFT President Randi Weingarten addressed the group congratulating the volunteers on their efforts. Speakers also included a NYC police detective and mom who spoke poignantly about how learning leaders had helped her daughter, Maggie Tutts was honored with a 91st birthday cake by one of the 21-year-old twins she tutored 15 years ago.

Learning Leaders is the largest volunteer organization solely dedicated to helping New York City’s public school children. Founded in 1965, Learning Leaders recruits, trains and supports over 11,500 school volunteers who provide one-on-one and small group instruction to over 168,000 students.

If you are interested in volunteering call (212) 213-3370 or www.learningleaders.org

**SPOTLIGHT ON SCHOOLS**

**PUBLIC & INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS**

**Consultations For Parents Making Choices PreK-8th Grade**

Brooklyn & Manhattan Public & Independent Schools

718-230-8971

www.schoolsandyou.com

**Creative Writing Classes for Teens**

Courses offered in New York City and Online.

Private Instruction also available.

**SINGlish**

Building language the fun way!

Accelerating language and learning through traditional kids' songs

See and hear it all on our website: www.singlish.com

877-375-SONG

**COUNT, NOTICE, & REMEMBER**

“Superb and Ingenious”

California Dept of Education Instructional Materials Advisory Panel

“Math gains were incredible...”

L.H., California

“...wonderful, accessible for everyone...”

N.S., New York

**MATH INTERVENTION THAT REALLY WORKS!**

**SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS**

“Count, Notice, & Remember” series by Jeff Simpson

**STAFF DEVELOPMENT**

www.MasteryLearningSystems.com

Tel: 800-533-4181

email: mastery@pacific.net
Dean Darlyne Bailey

understand more completely the strengths and resources of what is widely acknowledged as the premier graduate education program in the country.

“I really take this job as a service, with the idea of leadership in service,” Dean Bailey said. “I see the faculty, students, staff, emeriti faculty, alumni board and community as stakeholders here, with a vested interested in our presence. I believe that my job is to make sure the work of the college endures. It’s like the Native American philosophy, that says we’re building for seven generations to come.”

Not surprising, perhaps, for someone trained in social work and organizational behavior and who has, since 1994 until arriving at Teachers College, been Dean and Professor at the Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, Dean Bailey also held a secondary appointment in that university’s Weatherhead School of Management.

“My job is to serve,” Dean Bailey insisted. “Deaning has been most humbling. You can’t be a leader without people believing you’re a leader. People have to want to work with you, and you have to have the ability to know when to get out of the way.”

Like the student-centered classrooms, which she champions, Dean Bailey fervently believes, almost as a doctrine of faith, that “everybody is a teacher/learner. You create a place where students know their ideas are valued. Education has to be reciprocal. I left the world of teaching when I felt that teachers weren’t embracing the whole child in the context of his/her community, and I went into the field of social work. I think I’ve always looked at the world this way, that no one profession can do it alone. Social work and education are vehicles to change the social condition.”

Towards that end, Dean Bailey is building bridges throughout the immediate neighborhood, among the various Teachers College groups, within Columbia University itself, and in New York City at large. Within the local community, for example, she is emphatic that Teachers College not come in as the ‘expert,’ but rather as a listening partner to understand what the community really needs and how Teachers College can best serve those needs. Besides working closely with the local public school district, Teachers College has recently started working with a small Catholic elementary school in the area, St. Charles Borromeo. Dean Bailey has been meeting with the Teachers College alumni council, and recently continued on page 39

The best teachers never stop learning about the world around them.

For more than a century, Teachers College has stood at the forefront of education. CEoP at TC continues to participate in this tradition, offering a variety of ways for educators to explore new topics and develop professional expertise while studying with top scholars and innovators in their field of learning. Call for more information on topics including:

- Teaching in Practice
- Communication, Computing, & Technology
- International & Transcultural Education
- Arts in Education
- Health & Social Sciences
- Leadership, Higher & Adult Education, & Organizational Learning
- TCmuSeS - Personal Enrichment & Continuing Education
- Distance Learning

Call for a free course catalog!
Registration is in progress.
800-209-1245 www.tc.columbia.edu/ceoi

$4 Million Gift Launches Sally Kerlin Institute

Sarah “Sally” Kerlin ’36, demonstrated a lifelong commitment to Bank Street. After graduating from Radcliffe in 1934, Sally considered becoming a doctor. Then a friend told her about a new school for teachers with a unique progressive philosophy of education that was starting up in an old warehouse. A first visit impressed her so much that she chose to enroll at Bank Street as a graduate student. For the next sixty years, she served Bank Street as a student, teacher and alumna. She became a member of the Board of Trustees in 1954, and served as Board President from 1956 to 1963. In 1998, she became a life trustee, one of only five ever elected.

Sally embodied Bank Street’s kind of independent thinking, and she also exemplified compassionate giving. In her many years at Bank Street she was particularly committed to both environmental education and hands-on learning. In December 2001, she and her husband, Gilbert Kerlin, put their interest in the environment into concrete terms: they established the $4 million Sally Kerlin Endowment for the Teaching of the Natural and Environmental Sciences.

Sally died on December 23, 2001, at the age of 89, but her legacy continues—as it has for three generations. Her daughter, an alumna, now serves on the Board of Trustees and a granddaughter earned her master’s in 2000.

In addition to the Kerlin gift, which benefits all programs in the institution, Sally left in her will an additional $400,000 unrestricted bequest to the Bank Street College Endowment Fund. This gift helps ensure that the College has the needed funds to continue providing the unique Bank Street education it always has.

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

MAKE A CHANGE
IN CHILDREN’S LIVES...
and your own

Prepare to teach pre-K through 6th grade.

Practice teaching takes place at the College’s Early Childhood Center.

Student teaching takes place at a variety of public and alternative schools throughout the tri-state area serving children with a range of socioeconomic backgrounds.

Some of the Student Teaching Sites are:

- Central Park East Schools, New York City
- Mamaroneck Public Schools
- Ella Baker School
- Muscota School
- Greenwich Central District 7 Schools
- Yonkers Public Schools

This program features small seminar classes combining research and observational assessment with theoretical, multicultural and multiethnic perspectives.

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE

For additional information contact: Susan Guma / Office of Graduate Studies
Tel: (914)395-2371 x36 / E-mail: grad@slc.edu / Part-time and full-time study is available
Associate & Bachelor Degrees-Undergraduate Programs

- BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
  Accounting, Management, Marketing, Office Technology, Finance

- HUMAN SERVICES
  Addiction Services, Adult and Family, Child and Youth, Older Adults, Developmental Disabilities

- COMPUTER SCIENCE
  Data Communications, Information Systems, Desktop and Web Publishing

- HEALTH SCIENCES

- EDUCATION

- LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES

ESL CLASSES

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

BROOKLYN
  Bensonhurst, Brighton, Boro Park, Starrett City, Sunset Park, Kings Highway

Manhattan
  Midtown, Uptown

Queens
  Flushing, Forest Hills

Our locations

(718) 265-6534 ext.1003
(212)463-0400 ext.500

Financial aid for qualified students
Day and evening classes
Online courses available
Job placement assistance for all graduates
Transfer students welcome

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
Offers You ...
A Fast Track to a Traditional Doctorate in Educational Administration

Our Accelerated Ed.D. program will allow you to complete your studies in just 10 weekends and two four-week summer sessions over a two-year period. This rigorous program is open to K-12 educational administrators who need a flexible schedule that won’t interfere with career responsibilities.

As a Seton Hall Ed.D. graduate, you will be armed with valuable credentials that will give you the decisive edge in an increasingly competitive job market. A cohort approach will build on shared experiences and the expertise of a seasoned faculty and nationally recognized authorities in the educational field.

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE APRIL 2003 COHORT.
Financial aid loans cover the entire program cost, regardless of financial need.

College of Education and Human Services
800-313-9833
For more information e-mail: executedd@shu.edu
or go to: http://education.shu.edu/execedd

STUDIES IN EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS  MASTER OF ARTS  MASTER OF EDUCATION CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED GRADUATE STUDY

What do you want to study?
Individualized Study
Brief Residencies
Licensure Options

Vermont College of The Union Institute
36 College Street, Montpelier, VT 05602 • 800.336.6794
cadmis@tui.edu  • www.tui.edu/vermontcollege

Sophie Davis Med School Freshmen Win Scholarships

Pre-med students Elliot James Aguayo and Kimberly Watson are this year’s recipients of the Leaders in Furthering Education (LIFE) Unsung Hero Scholarships presented annually at City College by philanthropist Lois Pope. Aguayo and Watson, both freshmen in the Sophie Davis School of Biomedical Education/CUNY Medical School at CCNY, were honored by Mrs. Pope at the fifth annual LIFE Unsung Hero Scholarships Award Ceremony recently. The two students were chosen for their academic excellence and selfless community work.

Aguayo, a resident of Woodhaven, Queens, graduated from Stuyvesant H.S. last June with a 94.5 GPA. As a member of the Stuyvesant Key Club, he volunteered at a soup kitchen in lower Manhattan. He was also a volunteer at Elmhurst Hospital.

Watson graduated from Midwood H.S. with a 94.6 GPA and was heavily involved in both school and community activities in her Queens neighborhood.
“My father somehow developed this great thirst for knowledge,” says Gregory H. Williams, who became City College’s 11th President on August, 2001. “Thirst” is certainly an understatement. Williams’ father, an African-American living in Indiana, was so determined to go to college that he spent his nights studying by the light of a coal oil lamp. “In the 1930’s,” explains Williams, “African-American high school students in the State of Indiana were relegated to technical programs; the boys in Industrial Arts, the girls in Home Economics.”

When his father was a senior in high school he spent his school days constructing a house adjacent to the campus of Ball State University, where President Williams eventually earned his undergraduate degree. Too poor to spend ten cents on bus fare, Williams would pass the house his father had built every day on his walk to class, filled both with pride and indignation upon seeing this landmark to his father’s struggle. When Williams’ father applied to Howard University his application was rejected for lack of academic coursework, a result of his father’s lack of academic credits required for admission. He moved back to high school for another year in order to earn the academic coursework required for admission. The application was re-submitted with academic coursework included and was accepted.

“Over three quarters of our students are members of minority groups and over half come from families with incomes of under $25,000 a year,” says Williams. “According to the latest edition of U.S. News and World Report’s America’s Best Colleges, City College is the most diverse campus in America where Blacks are the largest minority group,” he added. Blacks make up around 30 percent of CCNY’s student population, while Hispanics account for 26 percent and Asians around 14 percent. “That is what makes City College the most significant ladder of upward mobility in New York City and also in America,” Williams said.

“He may well be correct. As the flagship campus of The City University of New York, with increasing enrollments now topping 12,000, City College constitutes the core of the nation’s largest urban university.

Like colleges across the country, new procedures impacting immigrants without documentation have caused difficulties for some students. Since 1999 The City University has continued on page 34

See Page 31 for book review of President Williams’ Color Line

CUNY Week Oct. 6-12 Features Open Houses, CUNY-TV Marathon Public Lectures, Exhibits, Performances

Feast on a gourmet meal, meet United States Poet Laureate Billy Collins, see a celebration of Puerto Rican culture, watch cutting edge films and learn more about opportunities in higher education during CUNY Week, starting October 6 at all 20 colleges of The City University of New York.

Student chefs prepare gourmet meals at the New York City College of Technology in Brooklyn. Billy Collins reads a selection of his works at Lehman College, where he serves as distinguished professor of English. Hostos Community College in the Bronx displays a celebration of Puerto Rican culture. The works of talented CUNY film students premiere on CUNY-TV. Art exhibits, dance performances, concerts, and faculty lectures are packed into seven days of "open houses," showcasing academic programs, world class campuses, distinguished faculty, student achievements and alumni who have gone on to successful careers with the help of a CUNY degree.

“When you visit the ‘open houses,’ you will meet financial aid experts, counselors, faculty and students to help you think about the best college program for you,” said Chancellor Matthew Goldstein.

A 15-hour CUNY-TV marathon on Sunday Oct. 6 from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. on Channel 75 will kick off the week. The programming will feature the premier of this season’s "Study with the Best" series—the magazine show which highlights innovative educational programs, award-winning faculty and outstanding students and alumni. Among the newest segments will be one called "Never Too Early, Never Too Late." featuring a doctoral student at the Graduate Center and her two-year-old son who is getting his own education at the Early Childhood Center there, as well as 63-year-old Seymour Horng who graduated in June from Kingsborough Community College.

For a complete schedule of events, please visit www.cuny.edu/cunyweek or call 1-800-CUNY-YES.
COLUMBIA NURSING DEAN HOPES TO TRANSFORM PROFESSION

By MERRI ROSENBERG

To hear Mary O’Neil Mundinger, Dean of the Columbia University School of Nursing and the Centennial Professor in Health Policy, explain it, the much discussed nursing shortage has less to do with an actual shortage of nurses as with the way the profession is structured.

“There isn’t a shortage of nurses, but a shortage of rewarding jobs,” said Dr. Mundinger, who holds a doctorate in public health from Columbia University’s School of Public Health. “20 percent of all licensed nurses aren’t working in nursing. They’re teaching, selling real estate, or pursuing other options. Of the 2.6 million nurses in the country, 500,000 of them aren’t working in the profession. The crisis is a hospital crisis, because the jobs are not configured to reflect the level of expertise that nurses have. Younger nurses are leaving the field faster than older nurses, because they are dismayed by the disparity between the responsibility levels that are there, and the authority levels that aren’t.”

Dr. Mundinger does concede, however, that there is a shortage in advanced practice care nurses, with many primary care positions going unfilled. Not to worry. Like any good health care practitioner, Dr. Mundinger has a remedy at hand. Through the Columbia University School of Nursing, a new degree proposal is being considered by the university, leading to a doctor of nursing practice, that, as she provocatively put it, “will revolutionize nursing and change how people think about nursing.”

The doctor of nursing practice will offer a terminal degree for nursing professionals who want to go beyond even the master’s level in specialty fields like primary care, psychiatric mental health, nurse anesthesia, acute care, and nurse midwifery, among many others, that the School of Nursing currently offers.

“The idea with having a doctoral degree is to have the nursing profession recognized at the same level of authority and accountability as other health professions,” Dr. Mundinger said. “It is radical, and one of those tipping point things that will help with the re-engineering of hospital-based nursing.”

Dr. Mundinger is also working on developing exit boards for the new doctorate, beyond the licensing system that is already in place, as a way to “provide a quality credential for what nurses are already doing.” She has established a faculty practice in nursing for her school’s professors, and in 1997, created a midtown Manhattan primary care practice, staffed by nurses.

During her impressive career, Dr. Mundinger— a mother of four and grandmother of seven who lives in suburban Westchester County— has been a forceful advocate for removing many of the barriers between nursing and medicine, and is working to develop a clear, professional role for nurses.

Perhaps her vision stems from her undergraduate experience at the University of Michigan, where, Dr. Mundinger recalled, “we nursing students took anatomy at the medical school, and we thought we were just as important as the doctors.”

Raised in Fredonia, New York—a small, rural hometown not exactly known for its medical density or availability, Mundinger began her work in nursing at the University of Michigan, where, Dr. Mundinger recalled, “we nursing students took anatomy at the medical school, and we thought we were just as important as the doctors.”

“Most eye care professionals measure eyesight, but omit the testing for learning skills,” states Dr. Henry Ettinger, director of a local VIP. “Many of my patients have gone from failing or special ed classes to A’s and B’s by the tenth week of the program.”

FREE EVALUATION

The VIP offers free testing. It’s a wonderful opportunity for parents to determine if poor vision is affecting their child’s learning. Call the Manhattan office, (212) 265-4609.

A VIP parent recently commented...

“We were at our wits end. Our daughter was easily distracted and was at risk of failing. Handwriting was messy. Homework became an all-night burden. Now her improvement is remarkable. She loves to read and write now like never before. Her self-esteem has soared and family time together has improved. Your program is literally a God send.”

-Lillian Sanchez-Perez

ADD children show undiagnosed vision problems

Bright children who struggle with schoolwork often have deficient visual processing skills as the underlying problem. Observe your child for these signs:

1. Avoids reading, eye strain, restless. This is often caused by focus disorder or problems with eye teaming.
2. Loses place while reading or uses finger to follow. Omits, inserts, or confuses words. Poor control of eye movements will bring this result.
3. Slow or sloppy writing, incomplete work. This can be the result of poor eye-hand coordination.
4. Slow or choppy reading, poor word recognition, reverses letters, poor reading comprehension. This is often the result of poor visualization.

RELIEF FROM HOMEWORK FRUSTRATION

The Vision Improvement Program (VIP), a nationally-known vision processing program developed by an optometrist, an educator and a psychologist, corrects visual deficiencies that interfere with learning. The 10-week program has resulted in improvements of 4+ years in concentration in some cases. And this is without medication.

handwriting was messy. Homework became an all-night burden. Now her improvement is remarkable. She loves to read and write now like never before. Her self-esteem has soared and family time together has improved. Your program is literally a God send.”

-Lillian Sanchez-Perez
Are you an exemplary Pre-K — Grade 3 teacher?

Have a great idea for a classroom project? Want to take some graduate courses and attend an early childhood conference? Need funding?

Take advantage of this great opportunity:

Early Childhood Teacher Awards

Bank Street College of Education

Call for an application or information:
Dawn de La Rosa 212.961.3414
www.bankstreet.edu

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies

Touro College

Associate & Bachelor Degrees

• Business Management • Health Science
• Human Services • Education
• Computer Science • Liberal Arts & Sciences
• ESL Classes

Day & Evening Classes

• Transfer students welcome
• Flexible schedule and convenient class dates

Call 212/875-4698

* No fees to candidates
* Financial aid for qualified students
* Sample courses: ESL Classes, Business Management, Health Science, Human Services

THE UNION INSTITUTE

Certificate of Advanced Studies

• Business Management • Health Science
• Human Services • Education
• Computer Science • Liberal Arts & Sciences
• ESL Classes

Day & Evening Classes

• Transfer students welcome
• Flexible schedule and convenient class dates

Call 212/875-4698

* No fees to candidates
* Financial aid for qualified students
* Sample courses: ESL Classes, Business Management, Health Science, Human Services

VERMONT UNIVERSITY

Graduate Programs

• Business Management • Health Science
• Human Services • Education
• Computer Science • Liberal Arts & Sciences
• ESL Classes

Day & Evening Classes

• Transfer students welcome
• Flexible schedule and convenient class dates

Call 212/875-4698

* No fees to candidates
* Financial aid for qualified students
* Sample courses: ESL Classes, Business Management, Health Science, Human Services

Mail or Fax this Coupon

Name: ____________________________
Address: _________________________
City: __________________ State: ___ Zip: ______
Phone (incl. area code): ____________

Please circle catalogs you wish to receive:
1 2 3 4 5 6

PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR PHONE NUMBER

OCTOBER 2002

CLASSIFIED SECTION

CHILD CARE

CARE FOR SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN

We offer excellent afternoon thru evening positions with well-screened NYC families. Supervise activities, home- work, dinner.
Call a Choice Nanny, 212-246-5437 (agency license #0890176)

FACULTY JOBS

Assistant Principal Positions
at Canarsie High School
Assistant Principal Biological and Physical Science as announced in Circular #1 Sept., 2002

Assistant Principal Administration Pupil Personnel Services as announced in Circular #2 Oct., 2002

Applications must supply appropriate documentation to Sup’t. Claude Kunstenaar Office of Brooklyn High Schools.

P/T Teachers needed (K-12)
Basic skill instruction in reading, writing, math and SAT prep. Flexible schedules (Mon.-Sat.) Great Opportunity for retirees, recent grads, or between jobs. Certification, private school, or SAT prep experience required. Fax resumes 212-534-0482

Dual Language Teacher for IS 90, an up and coming middle school in the Washington Heights area of Manhattan. Call 212-927-8296

Tutors

ESL / Writing Tutor
Patient, experienced, professor tutors: Academic / Professional Writing, Resumes, Tests Preparation and Punctuation
Diana Bloom, Ph. D.
wjmlite@aol.com
(212) 799-0720

Manhattan Placements
301 East 79th Street, 46A
NY, New York 10021 • (212) 288-3507
Claude Kunstenaar, Director

Sydney Salmon-Kunstenaar, Assistant Director
A personal and highly effective placement company for teachers, administrators & department heads serving New York, New Jersey and Connecticut independent schools.

TEACHERS and ADMINISTRATORS seeking positions in independent schools, please send your resumes. * No fees to candidates

Bank Street College
Graduate School of Education

Discover the learner-centered, interactive approach to education.

Call 212/875-4698

Tours and Open House

Tuesday, October 15
5:15 – 7:30 pm

GradCourses@bankstreet.edu
or go to
http://education.shu.edu/execedd
800-313-9833
e-mail execedd@shu.edu

COLUMNS & GRADUATE SCHOOLS

Bank Street College of Education

212-246-5437
diana.bloom@bankstreet.edu

800-336-6794 vcadmis@tui.edu

www.tui.edu/vermontcollege

Montpelier, Vermont 05602

http://www.studyabroad.com

Studyabroad.com is the #1 online resource for study abroad information.

http://www.studyabroad.com
A service of Educational Directories Unlimited, Inc.
The surprise is not that Joshua Bell, the world renowned violinist, lives up to the hype about him as an all-around wonderful guy, or that at 34 he is that relatively rare example of a prodigy who not only does well, but that he handles his still-growing fame with such grace and confidence that he can switch suddenly from humorous quip to profound comment and give the impression that an intimate and deeply reflective conversation has just been on. He is the real deal.

SHAply analytical, Bell trusts his instincts and heart. It took a mere couple of minutes for him to fall deeply in love with the 1712 Stradivarius he recently bought for $4 million and which he unabashedly plays on the roof of his downtown New York apartment. Inside the apartment, it’s another matter, reflecting his love of physics and math, video and computer games. He adores this “stuff,” and it is no surprise that for the last few years he’s been an adjunct professor at MIT, where he is working in the Media Lab with colleagues on a computer-enhanced hyperviolin, part of a “wider Toy Symphony” project “to help children perform and compose music.” This con-joining of creative and critical ideas can be traced not only to his parents but to Bell’s legendary teacher, Joseph Gingold, with whom he started studying at the age of 12 and whom he refers to lovingly as a “grandfather.” Two years later, it was all accolades: a debut at 14 with Riccardo Muti and the Philadelphia Orchestra and first prize in its Young Concert Artists competition. Soon to follow would be a sensational debut at Carnegie Hall.

Education is a central concern for Bell. He has opened his mind to the idea of the regularity of a metronome–and twice as pounding one foot against the linoleum with his crutches,” remembers Guaspari, “and he wouldn’t want to generalize. Though there was a piano in his house (his mother played) he instinctively gravitated to the violin (my "father’s favorite instrument"). Both parents are musicologists and amateur musicians, and for a while, his mother was his part-time manager. He speaks of them watchful but loving parents who gave him total freedom to play, to do whatever was best for him. Sharply analytical, Bell trusts his instincts and heart. It took a mere couple of minutes for him to fall deeply in love with the 1712 Stradivarius he recently bought for $4 million and which he unabashedly plays on the roof of his downtown New York apartment. Inside the apartment, it’s another matter, reflecting his love of physics and math, video and computer games. He adores this “stuff,” and it is no surprise that for the last few years he’s been an adjunct professor at MIT, where he is working in the Media Lab with colleagues on a computer-enhanced hyperviolin, part of a “wider Toy Symphony” project “to help children perform and compose music.” This con-joining of creative and critical ideas can be traced not only to his parents but to Bell’s legendary teacher, Joseph Gingold, with whom he started studying at the age of 12 and whom he refers to lovingly as a “grandfather.” Two years later, it was all accolades: a debut at 14 with Riccardo Muti and the Philadelphia Orchestra and first prize in its Young Concert Artists competition. Soon to follow would be a sensational debut at Carnegie Hall.

Education is a central concern for Bell. He has opened his mind to the idea of the regularity of a metronome–and twice as pounding one foot against the linoleum with his crutches,” remembers Guaspari, “and he wouldn’t want to generalize. Though there was a piano in his house (his mother played) he instinctively gravitated to the violin (my "father’s favorite instrument"). Both parents are musicologists and amateur musicians, and for a while, his mother was his part-time manager. He speaks of them watchful but loving parents who gave him total freedom to play, to do whatever was best for him.

Bell says “let them play.” It was months before the media took notice. Guaspari, from Rome, New York, arrived in Harlem in the early eighties following the dissolution of her marriage. A friend then brought her to Union Theological Seminary, where she met Deborah Meier, founder of the three East Side elementary schools serving Harlem. While Guaspari’s salary is now paid by the district, the organization sends other instructors out into the schools, brings children to the Center for lessons and helps train others in Guaspari’s unique method through teacher training institutes. While she admires the Suzuki approach, Guaspari’s teaching style is more focused in the realities of classroom instruction. “I’ve developed my own way of working with children in a group,” she says, which includes her own inventive vocabulary. “It’s gobbledy-gobble—but it works.”

Posture, she believes, is fundamental. “You have to put the instrument on the right posture before you have a chance.” But the first requirement is a music teacher. “There are no strings teachers,” she laments. Visiting artists and organizations, Guaspari says, “come in and train the teachers and play a concert—and to me this is just a tease. This pushes away the possibility for these kids . . . it makes it more remote.”

Music education belongs in the core curriculum, she says, citing studies that have shown improved academic performance in students with early exposure to music instruction. Yet at the same time, Guaspari sees music as a means to impart her students with less quantifiable types of skills: “It empowers these children with the ability to make something beautiful that allows them to believe in themselves and know that they’re special.”

“Music, to me,” she says, “is almost a spiritual way of relating to another human being.” Of all the students she has seen continue their music training, there is one student who has harbored a very near to her heart. Jose, who now attends LaGuardia High School, lost his mother over a year ago. At the funeral, Guaspari offered Jose “the violin out and he said ‘I’m going to play my mother’s favorite song,’ and he played Ave Maria . . . I don’t know how he was so composed,” she marvels. “Violin changed his life.”

---

**Joshua Bell: A Genius of Note**

By JOAN BAUM, PH.D.

The surprise is not that Joshua Bell, the world renowned violinist, lives up to the hype about him as an all-around wonderful guy, or that at 34 he is that relatively rare example of a prodigy who not only does well, but that he handles his still-growing fame with such grace and confidence that he can switch suddenly from humorous quip to profound comment and give the impression that an intimate and deeply reflective conversation has just been on. He is the real deal.

**Music Enrich**
Education Update Sponsors the John Lennon ‘Million Dollar Bus’

By MARIE HOLMES

Holland, an 8th grade student at the Professional Performing Arts School, announces that she has been working on a song. Without so much as a blush, she belts out the chorus, hitting every note. The five other students applaud. Yes, this is going to be their song. Within ten minutes, they’ve composed the lyrics for the first verse.

“No we need a bridge,” announces Holland. That accomplished, someone suggests a second verse, and perhaps a “tag” at the end. “They know what they’re doing,” laughs Herminio Quiroz, a sound technician on the John Lennon Educational Tour Bus. These students do have an edge in the music world. At the Professional Performing Arts School in midtown, the day is divided between academic and performance courses. Some of their peers work on Broadway and in film and television, and the kids frequently talk about and sing the hit song written by Alicia Keys, one of the school’s best known graduates.

The bus has hosted students from kindergarten through high school, aspiring musicians and those who had never played an instrument, touring the country for ten months out of the year. Described as a “non-profit recording studio,” the bus project is an offshoot of the annual John Lennon Songwriting Contest.

Eight years ago, in a meeting with Yoko Ono, Brian Rothschild of Das Ventures mentioned the idea of holding a songwriting contest. Ono was interested in developing the project, and with her help, the first contest was launched in 1997.

“I had the thought to take a bus and outfit it with recording capabilities,” says Rothschild, “and right away I was sending it to schools.”

With recording capabilities, says Jeff Sobel, another sound engineer, who adds that they sometimes call it the ‘million dollar bus’, though the total value of the donated equipment could easily exceed that.

Groups of young people, like the students at Professional Performing Arts, are invited to spend a number of hours on the bus, during which they write, record and even produce videos of their original songs. When following concert tours, such as WARPED and Sprite Liquid Mix, the students from Boys and Girls Clubs and other groups spend the day on board to record a song and perhaps meet some of the touring musicians, who often stop by, occasionally taping their own work.

The students at Professional Performing Arts that evening only had four hours in which to record their song. Within an hour they had finished the lyrics and were singing along as Quiroz, on the keyboard, and Sobel, on guitar, composed the accompaniment. The four girls took on the first verse, embellishing the lyrics with riffs. It took a bit longer to arrange the second verse, complicated by the pre and post-pubescent vocal ranges of the boys. When harmony and melody finally meshed, the girls offered praise and encouragement: “That sounds so nice!”

They decide to expand the bridge so that each student will sing his or her own line, then practice the whole thing as Quiroz and Sobel record the instrumental. When the last notes of their first run-through die off, Holland exclaims breathily, “That gave me chills that was so good!”

“I can’t believe we wrote a song!” says Danielle, wondering if they can earn extra credit at school.

After sitting and singing for three hours, they’re finally having trouble sitting still. “This is tiring,” admits Holland.

But when Quiroz and Sobel hand out headphones, they get serious again. Disappointed with the first take, they’re ready to stay all night in order to get it right, but parents are already waiting and calling cell phones. On the third take, nobody misses a cue. A few of the girls tape extra riffs to add onto the last chorus, and within half an hour the recording is mixed, burned onto CDs and handed out to the young songwriters.

“I’m gonna go home and play it over and over again,” says one.

See Music In History on page 34
**The Little Orchestra Society’s “Lolli-Pops” Find New Home**

Lolli-Pops, The Little Orchestra Society’s popular concerts for children ages 3–5, will be making their new home at the Kaye Playhouse at Hunter College (68th off Lexington) for the 2002-2003 season. Conducted by Music Director Dino Anagnost, these special 50-minute concerts feature Bang the Lion, Bow the Panda, Bazz the Bee and Toot the Bird—four animal characters each representing a section of the orchestra. The animals take center stage along with Maestro Anagnost and together they help the children in the audience playfully discover the wonders of classical music.

Dedicated as “The Playhouse at Hunter College” in 1942 by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the theater has been the site of many memorable performances. Marian Anderson, Pinchas Zuckerman, Jussi Bjorling and Martha Graham are just a few of the legendary artists that appeared at The Kaye during its first three decades. Due to the financial crisis in the 1970’s, the playhouse was closed. It was re-dedicated as “The Sylvia and Danny Kaye Playhouse at Hunter College” in 1993 and has since featured a wide array of artists including Audra McDonald, Sherill Milnes and Ballet Trocadero de Monte Carlo.

There are many benefits for The Little Orchestra Society in moving to The Kaye. The theater itself is significantly wider, thus providing more up-front seating. The direct access from the street eliminates the stairs, which will be very much appreciated not only by our patrons, but also by our production staff.

The Kaye has a large coat check facility where patrons can store their belongings. In addition to these improved facilities, The Kaye offers 200 more seats than its old home, Florence Gould Hall. The additional seating will allow more children and families to attend the Lolli-Pops, which are often fully subscribed. There will also be more seating for schools to attend The Little Orchestra Society’s Chance for Children Friday dress rehearsal performances.

**JETSLIDE**

*By ANDREW SCHIFF*

Interested in learning how to play slide guitar? Before you go to your local music store and let your salesman fit you with a generic tar? Before you go to your local music store and let your salesman fit you with a generic slide bar, you must first decide which type of slide bar you would like to use. Most slide bars are made of metal or plastic and are designed to fit over your fingerboard. Some slide bars are designed to slide over your fingerboard while others are designed to be fixed in place. The choice of which type of slide bar you use will depend on the type of tone you are looking for.

Easily integrate art with science, social studies, geography and history!

See sample lessons at the author’s site. drawwrite.com eda-9

Call for Free Catalog • 800-692-5833

---

**CRAFTS DESIGNED WITH FUN IN MIND!**

**SUPERB SELECTION**

**HUGE INVENTORY**

**WE CARRY THOUSANDS OF ITEMS SUCH AS:**

- PAPERS
- BEADS
- SAND ART
- CRAYONS
- WOODCRAFT
- FABRIC DECORATING
- CANDLEMAKING SUPPLIES
- JEWELRY MAKING SUPPLIES

PLUS ALL YOUR BASIC CRAFT NEEDS AS WELL AS: HUNDREDS OF CRAFT KITS IDEAL FOR USE WITH SMALL OR LARGE GROUPS

WE SHIP ANYWHERE! CALL OR STOP IN FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG.

WE ARE PROUD TO CARRY PRODUCTS!!!

**MASTER VOICE BUILDER TAKES ON MAJOR REPAIR JOB**

*By ROBERT TALBERT*

In her early 20’s, my pupil Maria had it all—if you look at it today, intelligence, personality, drive, a commanding stage presence, and, above all, a lovely voice. Her future seemed assured. But what had started out as a shimmering, silvery vocal tone had become strained, rough, and scratchy. It had become an overnight sensation, she had begun forcing herself, and unthinkingly she was destroying her instrument. Maria was lucky. The damage to her vocal cords was not permanent. After completing a careful program of reconstruction at the Regnier Winsel Studio, step-by-step, she diligently rebuilt, and reversed her injuries.

Under the leadership of Regnier Winsel himself, as well as my own, the school has helped many people similar to Maria, as well as public speakers, singers from the popular stage, and broadcast announcers. We have worked not only to repair ailing voices, but also to enhance trained ones, and build proper vocal techniques.

Building a voice isn’t complicated. One has to work with muscles of the throat just as a person works with barbells to develop their arms. You don’t sing through the nose or the front of the head — a practice which is often referred to as “forward placement” by many teachers today, or “erroneous nonsense” by myself. Anyone who can sing on-key and follow my directions, I guarantee a beautiful voice.

We cannot all be opera singers, of the first, second, or even third magnitude, but we can all have the satisfaction of knowing we’ve done our very best. The Regnier Winsel Studio has been working with dedicated individuals for over 34 years, and is located at Suite 5D at 260 West 72nd Street in New York. Further information can be obtained by calling 212-724-0346, or writing to the address above.
**MUSIC IN THE SCHOOLS**

By KITTY CARLISLE HART

For the past 25 years, I have been trying to get music into the regular curriculum of the public school system. It seems that I’ve been banging my head against a brick wall. The “powers that be” always promised me that it would happen, but only once did they keep their promise, when they put a music program into the tenth grade, which was obviously far too late, and then, quite soon, withdrew it. Each time I approached the schools to advocate for music in the curriculum, I was told that I only had inconclusive data for doing so—when we all know that introducing music as early as kindergarten does not present inconclusive evidence! It is all too true that children who receive these music programs write better, perform better in math and are measurably better equipped to grasp the fundamentals of an academic curriculum.

There are some excellent music programs, but they are randomly distributed and depend upon the largesse of the citizenry. One such program in Opus 118 in Harlem, directed by Roberta Guaspari, who has done more than wonders in providing music education to inner city school children by reaching out to various schools with her string programs. The River East School is one recipient of her outreach efforts. When I visited the school one day with fellow music education advocate Matilda Cuomo, the young musicians that we heard perform were doing much more than playing “Rock-a-bye-baby!” Their faces solemn, they headed to their places and raised their instruments. I could not hold back my applause. Not only had these children learned how to play an instrument, they had also learned the discipline and cultivated the self-esteem that will allow them to function successfully in today’s world. This performance was subsequently featured on the Today show, hopefully lending credence and giving exposure to the importance of music in the schools and the gifts that it bestows upon those children involved.

As far as I’m concerned, I would be nowhere today if it weren’t for music, but then I had advantages that most of the city’s public school children do not. My mother had the financial means to provide me with music education and train my voice. I even had the great fortune to receive some of this instruction in Europe. I knew that it wasn’t possible to provide all of this to public school children, but the thought of them going through these formative school years without any kind of formal training whatsoever seemed absolutely reprehensible!

As the newly appointed chair of the New York State Council on the Arts, I was able to win my first battle at a hearing in Albany in front of a packed house. My interviewer asked me why public assistance should be given to music students, since I myself had not had it. The blood rushed to my head. I burst out, saying, “But that’s just the point! I had help from my mother, but I want every kid in the state of New York to have the same opportunities that I had.” Everyone in the room applauded, and my interrogrator smiled at me and said, “That’s one up for you, kid!”

Perhaps, yet we still have a long way to go and much convincing to do in order to provide our children with what they deserve: a well-rounded education that must include music.

Respond to any of our articles at www.EducationUpdate.com
Vienna Choir Boys & Boys Choir of Harlem Join Together For First American Performance in the Great Hall at City College of New York

“Songs in the Key of Harmony” to Benefit Both Choirs and The CCNY School of Education

The Vienna Choir Boys and the Boys Choir of Harlem have sung together just once before: at the 1999 New Year’s Eve Strauss-Gershwin gala at the Musikverein in Vienna. In a review of the DVD released of the gala, Amazon.com wrote: “The American-Austrian partnership [is illustrated] superbly [when] the Boys Choir of Harlem joins the Vienna Choir Boys in ‘The Blue Danube’. The sense of joy is pervasive and infectious.”

Though separated by five centuries, the Vienna Choir Boys and the Boys Choir of Harlem have much in common. Both groups are known worldwide for the pure quality of their voices; both have a repertoire that ranges from classical to pop music; and both choirs succeed because of the hard work and discipline of their members.

The Vienna Choir Boys was established more than half a millennium ago in 1498 by Emperor Maximilian I of Austria to sing sacred music for Sunday services in the Imperial Chapel, a tradition that continues to this day. From its inception, the Imperial Music Chapel has always attracted Europe’s foremost composers to write music specifically for the special talents of the Vienna Choir Boys, and their ever-expanding repertoire includes everything from sacred and classical music, waltzes and polkas to pop, jazz and experimental music. The Vienna Choir Boys, comprising four choirs of 24 members aged 10 to 14, tour widely on six continents and have visited the United States more than 80 times since their first tour here in 1932. While touring, the Vienna Choir Boys have also learned folk songs from many lands, which are now incorporated into their standard repertoire. All of Vienna’s schoolchildren aged six to 14 are now benefiting from the musical training provided to the Vienna Choir Boys in a special after-school music program recently introduced by the Choir School.

Following the October 17 benefit, the Vienna Choir Boys, conducted by choirmaster Robert Rieder, will embark on a tour that will take them to more than 40 cities in the U.S. and Canada. They will return to New York for their annual Carnegie Hall Christmas concert in December.

The Boys Choir of Harlem, founded in 1968, is a beloved academy serving over 500 boys and girls. This celebrated artistic institution has captured the spirit of a vibrant community and used it to create a potent and powerful vision. The Boys Choir of Harlem has an artistic repertoire ranging from classical music to jazz, contemporary songs, gospel, spirituals, and specially commissioned works by leading African-American composers.

The Boys Choir of Harlem program evolves directly from a vision of consistent, compassionate, communal strength in raising children. It builds on the African philosophy of “it takes a whole village to raise a child,” combined with a commitment to classical or character education, which instills basic values and stresses discipline, hard work, cooperation, and goal-oriented behavior that affect all aspects of children’s lives.

With music as the motivator and catalyst, The Boys Choir of Harlem engages students in the educational process, opens them up to learning, and provides the vehicle through which they are able to transfer the skills they learn through the arts.

Hear the angels sing!

The historic first American performance by

The Boys Choir of Harlem
and

The Vienna Choir Boys

Songs in the Key of Harmony

Thursday, October 17, 2002
The Great Hall of Shepard Hall, The City College of New York
138th Street and Convent Avenue, New York, NY 10031
8:00 pm Concert — Tickets begin at $50
6:30 pm Pre-event reception and concert tickets for $250

Order Tickets Now!
(212) 843-1755 or Fax (212) 843-1730
Email: ChoirConcert@hgnyc.com

Benefiting The Boys Choir of Harlem, The Vienna Choir Boys and
The School of Education at The City College of New York.

Sponsored by Austrian Airlines, The Coca-Cola Company,
The New York Daily News and WQXR.

*Education Update is proud to be a benefactor of this event*
DIRECT CONNECTION BY PATH TO HUDSON-BERGEN LIGHT RAIL—LIBERTY STATE PARK STATION

Minutes away from New York City, adjacent to the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island National Monuments

Discover three themed floors:

• Invention, Health and Environment
• Experience 250 hands-on exhibits
• Get close to the action in the largest IMAX® Dome Theater in the United States

Lunch facilities available

Call 201.200.1000 for school group rates

The Whitney Museum: (212) 671-5300.

Jasper Johns. Pre-registration is required.

Jasper Johns. Pre-registration is required.

MUSEUMS AS EDUCATORS

WHITNEY MUSEUM TO HOST FAMILY DAY

Saturday, November 2, 2002 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., the Whitney will clear an entire floor of the museum for its third annual family day. Children ages 5-10 and “their grown-ups” can visit the museum free of charge for “New York Stories.” Planned activities include building bridge sculptures, making favorite food books and drawing city skylines, all inspired by works from the museum’s collection of 20th century art. Families can take tours of the museum’s permanent collections, which include works by Mark Hopper, Georgia O’Keefe as well as new acquisitions such as works by Jackson Pollock, Andy Warhol and Jasper Johns. Pre-registration is required.

To register, call the Education office of the Whitney Museum: (212) 671-5300.

IMAX® Dome Theater in the United States

LIBERTY STATE PARK • JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY

Teacher’s Day - Wednesday, October 23, 2002

Teachers: Who says the beginning of the school year isn’t the right time for field trips? Certainly not Liberty Science Center. Take advantage of the LOWEST school group rates for this year, and see the newest traveling exhibitions and films in the IMAX® Theater.

Current Exhibitions:

Psychology:

It’s More Than You Think (Sept. 28, 2002 - January 12, 2003)

Do people everywhere have the same emotions? How do children understand their world? How do people develop and use language? Is it best to cooperate or compete? Investigate these questions and more at over 17 interactive experiments designed to introduce students to the breadth, depth and diversity of more than 100 years of psychological research.

Kid Stuff:

Great Toys From Our Childhood (May 25, 2002 - January 6, 2003)

If you built it, played it, or created it as a kid, chances are that it will be part of this traveling exhibition. The exhibits are a remarkable representation of more than 200 of the most popular toys of the past fifty years, from Tonkas and Tinkertoys, to Raggedy Ann and Radio Flyers. The Sciences of Toys, an onsite exhibition designed to bring science to this exhibition, will debut in September. It will provide some fun, interactive learning experiences on topics such as polymers, and the mechanics of an Etch-A-Sketch!

In the IMAX® Dome Theater:

Jane Goodall’s Wild Chimpanzees (October 12, 2002 - October 2003)

Take a giant screen journey into the hearts and minds of wild chimpanzees with the world’s most famous field researcher, Dr. Jane Goodall. The film weaves together the story of a chimpanzee community and the work of scientists seeking to understand the lives of these remarkable creatures. Jane Goodall’s Wild Chimpanzees chronicles Dr. Goodall’s more than 40 years of legendary work among the chimps at Gombe Stream National Park in Africa, and leaves viewers with an important message about conservation and an awareness of chimpanzees fragile existence in the wild.

Lewis & Clark: Great Journey West (May 18, 2002 - February 2003)

Relive an amazing tale of discovery and exploration as National Geographic Films brings to life the first crossing of what would become the United States. With captivating facts and miraculous recreations, this scientific expedition lives again on the big screen. Two hundred years after their epic journey, go back in time with Lewis, Clark, their guide Sacagawea, and their brave Corps of Discovery, as they discover the adventures, danger, and wonder of the unmapped West.

Also Showing:

Australia: Land Beyond Time (Through February 2003)

SPECIAL EDUCATION

By JONATHAN MOONEY

‘People Like You’: Living Successfully with Learning Disabilities

Jonathan, people you like flip burgers. Mark my words; that is what you will end up doing."

This is how I started my high school career. Little did I know that seven years later, in spite of the fact that I did not learn to read until I was 12 years old, I would be a published author and an Ivy League graduate.

As a kid, because I was hyperactive, I grew up with people shaming me, yelling things like “What’s wrong with you?” I spent a lot of time in the hallways with the janitor. If I wasn’t in the hallway, I was in the slow reading group. In fourth grade, I was diagnosed with dyslexia, labeled as “learning disabled.” I grew up in the ‘blue bird group,’ which, in spite of its patronizing name, was obviously the “stupid” group. I spent much of elementary school hiding in the bathroom crying, terrified of reading out loud.

“People like you” has a long history as a euphemism for the brains of whom schools don’t like. It is used as the rhetorical equivalent of a racial slur; it’s been used to demarcate the class boundaries in our society, and it’s been used for people who don’t fit into any of those categories, like myself, but find themselves to be outsiders. There are at least 20 million individuals in this country who are learning disabled and/or have ADD. Many of these students still suffer in school. And yes, many creative and intelligent individuals, despite the rapid expansion of physiological and learning diagnoses, still grow up feeling alone, defective, “stupid,” “crazy,” and “lady.” But despite the current trend of defining these students as pathological, there is nothing wrong with these kids-there was nothing wrong with me. While it is true that I can’t spell to save my life (I once wrote an organic chemistry paper on organic chemistry), my problem is not dyslexia. I struggled at times with dys-graphia.

So am I, now, at age 25, flipping burgers? Although to this day I still spell at a dys-terrible level, I am the same individual I was diagnosed as pathological, there is nothing wrong with me. While it is true that I can’t spell to save my life (I once wrote an organic chemistry paper on organic chemistry), my problem is not dyslexia. I struggled at times with dys-graphia.

I worry sometimes that our institutions need to change to accommodate our students, teachers, and parents, fixing is in fact counter-productive. In my life, I was empowered by a mom, with a voice like Mickey Mouse and a mouth like a truck driver, who fought for me every day. I was taught the difference between schooling and education by my beautiful third grade teacher, Mr. R, who accommodated my weaknesses, told me “screw” spelling, to define myself by what I could do, and, at all costs, to follow my passion.

So how do we help those kids like me? The road to changing the brutal marginalization of labeled students lies in empowered teachers, students, parents, and communities whose voice is respected in the educational process, not silenced by the political din calling for standardization. But I truly believe that things won’t change for students like me, no matter how many dollars we throw at this issue, or how many books are written about different learning, until we answer a new question. The question is not one of whether or not kids learn differently; we all know they do and have known that since the beginning of time. The question is why have we, as a culture, been engaged in a cyclical debate about individualizing education since the days of John Dewey, then Howard Gardner, now Mel Levine, and nothing has changed? Every day, kids are told that they are special, individual snowflakes, then told to sit down in a uniform line of desks, told what to think, how to think, and when they can go to the bathroom and when they can eat, waiting for some factory bell to dismiss them. What is it about our institution, or society, that deeply distrusts the individual?

I worry sometimes that our institutions need educational outsiders, regardless of their labels. That these failures serve as some systemic example to make everyone stay in their right place. But while that is a sobering reality, I will never forget Mr. R., because it is not institutions that matter, but people. And while we should never stop working to have just institutions, a fight I am committed to along with the vast majority of educators I have met in my work, we have more control over how we treat others and what kind of people we become ourselves. About a year ago, after giving a lecture I met a 92 year old man, an educational outsider, and all he could talk about was his second grade teacher who made him feel like a person. And that made all the difference.

Read more articles about Special Education Update at www.EducationUpdate.com
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Facts on Teenage Depression From More Than Moody

By DR. HAROLD S. KOPLEWICZ

• Each year as many as 8.3 percent of the adolescent population will begin exhibiting signs of depression.
• More teenagers die each year from suicide than from all other illnesses—from cancer to AIDS—combined.
• According to the CDC, each year, 1 in 5 high school students in the United States has thoughts of suicide.
• Each year, over 2 million high school students in the United States make specific suicide plans.
• Each year, some 400,000 high school students in the United States make suicide attempts requiring medical attention, coming to an average of 1,000 attempts a day nationwide, every day of the year.
• One in five teenagers report that they have had a major depressive episode that went untreated during their adolescence.
• While ten million children and adolescents have a diagnosable psychiatric disorder right now, there are only 7,000 board-certified child and adolescent psychiatrists in the United States and fewer than 6,000 child psychologists.
• During adolescence, there is a burst of rapid brain maturation during a period that roughly correlates with the ages at which rates of depression increase markedly—this maturation may explain why adolescents have an increased susceptibility for depression.
• Gay and bisexual adolescents are more likely to use guns.
• Girls are twice as likely as boys to attempt suicide, but boys are ten times more likely to die (this may be explained by choice of method—girls tend to overdose, while boys are more likely to use guns).
• 80 percent of adults suffering from major depression will respond to antidepressant drugs.
• Dr. Harold S. Koplewicz is the author of More than Moody: Recognizing and Treating Adolescent Depression.

NEW FROM HAROLD S. KOPLEWICZ, M.D.

“Phenomenal and timely…I hope every family with teenagers reads it.”
—Tipper Gore

“...The best book yet written for the general public about mood problems in children and young adults...This book is a godsend.”
—Edward Hallowell, M.D., author of Driven to Distraction

According to a recent report by the United States Surgeon General, approximately 3.5 million children and teenagers suffer from depression. Adolescents who suffer from the disease may lose their capacity to feel joy, overcome developmental hurdles, and cultivate the self-esteem that will allow them to become happy, productive adults. At worst, depression can result in severe isolation and a sense of hopelessness that increases the risk of violence towards others or towards themselves.

The Centers for Disease Control report that among high-school age children in this country, there are an average of more than 1,000 suicide attempts a day. Despite the fact that depression is a factor in most of these cases, 80 percent of depressed teenagers get no treatment.

Clearly this is a public health problem of major proportions. But how to distinguish between normal teenage angst and a treatable illness?

In More Than Moody: Recognizing and Treating Adolescent Depression (G.P. Putnam’s Sons; $25.95), Dr. Harold S. Koplewicz, one of the nation’s premier child and adolescent psychiatrists, explores and illuminates an under-recognized but growing problem in America today: depression among teenagers. Through his first-hand experience as a clinician and researcher, Koplewicz helps parents distinguish between normal teenage angst and true depression, a serious psychological illness with important long-term consequences. Dr. Koplewicz uses stories of real teenagers to show parents, teachers, health care professionals—and young adults themselves—the warning signs, risk factors, and key behaviors to look for. Furthermore, he outlines the options for treatment, which have broadened dramatically in recent years, with the expanded use of SSRI anti-depressants for young people as well as advances in such non-pharmaceutical approaches as cognitive behavior therapy.

More than Moody concludes with a look at the myths, facts and controversies surrounding the treatment of adolescent depression. Dr. Koplewicz provides the information needed to make informed decisions about treatment options, including the increased number of prescriptions of SSRI anti-depressants for use in treating young people, and presents cases in which various treatments have worked especially effectively. He examines the misconceptions that stigmatize teens that take psychiatric medications, and explores the public’s almost universal belief that teenagers should only turn to medication after psychotherapy fails, explaining why it is based on outdated information. He looks at the encouraging results of specific, symptom-oriented treatments, including non-pharmaceutical approaches such as cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and interpersonal therapy (IPT), and analyzes the latest studies comparing the effectiveness of medication versus therapy.

Above all he reflects on the role parents must play as advocates for their children, and the partnership that must exist between the parent, the teen, and the clinician.

Dr. Harold S. Koplewicz, M.D., is the founder and director of the New York University Child Study Center, and the Arnold and Debbie Simon Professor of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Vice-Chairman of the Department of Psychiatry and Professor of Clinical Psychiatry and Pediatrics at the New York University School of Medicine, and Director of the Division of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at the Bellevue Hospital Center. A multiple award-winning psychiatrist, he was named one of “America’s Best Mental Health Experts” by Good Housekeeping magazine, one of America’s top doctors by Castle Connolly, and one of the “Best Doctors in New York” by New York magazine.

Widely known as an advocate for children with mental illnesses, he is the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Child and Adolescent Psychopharmacology. He is the author of It’s Nobody’s Fault: New Hope and Help for Difficult Children and Their Parents. Dr. Koplewicz lives in Manhattan with his wife and their three sons.

More Than Moody: Depression in Teens

More Than Moody: Recognizing and Treating Adolescent Depression

By Harold S. Koplewicz, M.D.

G.P. Putnam’s Sons

Price: $25.95

Multiplication Memorizer®

Children learn multiplication facts up to 12x12 in just a few hours. 54 large colorful “2x11” illustrated flashcards, study guide, plus teacher & student audiotapes. $39.95 sales $7.95. All credit cards & school PO’s. To order call 800-468-2058, fax 310-207-2433. Add & Sub, Spelling, States & Capitals Memorizers available.

BORNSTEIN MEMORY TRAINING SCHOOL

11693 San Vicente Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90049

www.memorydynamics.com

Extraordinary Resources for Special Children

NEW AFTER SCHOOL AND MORE: After School, Weekend and Holiday Programs for Children with Disabilities and Special Needs in the Metro New York Area

Education doesn’t end at the classroom door. Includes more than 400 programs for enrichment, fun, and socialization for children with learning, developmental, emotional or physical disabilities and special needs throughout the five boroughs. Information on ages, disabilities served, arms served, program hours, staff/child ratio, location, transportation and more.

The perfect resource for parents and professionals.

240 pages, $25.00 + $7.00 postage and handling ISBN 0-9678365-5-7

Available at local and on-line bookstores, or direct from Resources for Children with Special Needs, Inc.

116 East 16th Street/5th Floor
New York, NY 10003
Call 212 677-4650 Fax 212 254-4070
Or visit www.resourcenyc.org

AT BOOKSTORES IN OCTOBER
G. P. Putnam’s Sons, a member of Penguin Putnam Inc.

www.gpputnam.com
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Virginia University, where she coordinates the distance education graduate training programs in Severe/Multiple Disabilities and Early Intervention.

Wednesday, October 9, 2002
Pace University, NY
One Pace Plaza, Lecture Hall South, 2nd Floor (take west side elevator near food kiosk)
6:00PM Buffet Dinner 7:00PM Seminar
(NO FEE)
Response Panel:
Hill Levy, President, CSA,

Linda Wernikoff, Deputy Superintendent for Special Education Initiatives
Kathleen Le Fevre, Director of Instruction
D75
Ira Kirkland, Chapter Chair, Psychologists & Social Workers, UFT
Contact: Irma Godlin, Area 6F Coordinator if you plan to attend! Phone: (212)475-7981, Fax: (212)473-7048, e-mail: godlin@worldnet.att.net
NYC Dept. of Ed. NEW Teacher and SUPERVISOR Credit GRANTED!

 Phi Delta Kappa International: Meeting on Special Education

Area 6F Host Chapters: Columbia University, Teachers College, CUNY, Fordham, Iona College, LIU, Mercy College, NYU, Pace University, NYC, Westchester, S.I.

Author Seminar Lecture Program
Dr. Barbara Ludlow, Professor of Special Education, West Virginia University
“Trends for Shaping the Future of Special Education: Emphasis on Integration, Inclusion, and Managing Challenging Behaviors”
Barbara Ludlow, Ed.D., a native New Yorker, is a Professor of Special Education at West Virginia University, where she coordinates the distance education graduate training programs in Severe/Multiple Disabilities and Early Intervention.
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Exciting Activities in the Everett Children’s Adventure Garden at The NY Botanical Garden

Trees dressed with fiery red, orange, and yellow leaves; gold-kissed blades of grass, and crisp cool air means fall is upon us. Families visit the Everett Children’s Adventure Garden to learn about plant science in a fun and engaging way. Experience the beauty and excitement of nature in the one-of-a-kind, 12-acre indoor/outdoor science museum where children explore, discover and learn how plants live and function. There are so many things to do—from making ghostly leaf rubbings to up close examination of the creepy-crawlies that inhabit our Forest. Our specially designed inquiry-based programs stimulate a child’s enthusiasm for science, ecology and conservation.

Ongoing Activities for Children of All Ages

Tuesdays-Sundays, 1:00 pm – 6:00 pm; Weekends and Monday holidays, 10–6 pm

Throughout the season, children dissect plant parts such as seeds and flowers, experiment to discover if plants make sugar to use as food, investigate bugs that help plants grow, look through microscopes to see plants up close, press flowers and plants to take home, and much more. We encourage children to look, touch, explore, question, and discover just like scientists. A few of the many things children learn are, what’s in a flower by taking it apart and putting it back together—and children look at things through a bee’s eye view!

Budding Botanists Every Tuesday–Friday, 1:30–3:00 pm

Join us for activities specially designed for the Early Learner (2–5 year olds). Nature crafts featuring recyclables and experiments abound. Using washed juice boxes, milk cartons, soda bottles, or egg cartons to create an instrument, garden pet, or experiment to take home. Activities change regularly and are complemented with a colorful story each week. Drop in!

Fall Exhibits

Travels of a Plant Scientist in the Bendheim Global Herbarium—now through October 31

Explore what life is like for a traveling plant scientist. Sit in a botanist’s tent, use scientific tools, read jungle field journals, and contribute your own field drawing to the Garden’s wall journal.

For more information: (718) 817-8700.

The Everett Children’s Adventure Garden has been made possible by the leadership generosity of Edith and Henry Everett.

Let Your Child Come Home to Rhinelander!

NEW - Weekend classes for Teens!

- Early Childhood Classes for 6 mos. - 4 yrs.
- Fully Licensed Nursery School
- KinderClubs and “Arts & Smarts” Clubs for K-5
- After School Specialties include Visual Arts, Dance & Pottery
- Bus/Walking Service from Select Schools
- Lamaze Classes and Parenting Seminars
- Weekend Programs for Children of All Ages
- Scholarship Aid Available by Application

THE CHILDREN’S AID SOCIETY
Rhinelander Children’s Center
350 East 88th Street, New York City 10128
Call (212) 876-0500 for more information
Fax (212) 876-9718
http://www.rhinelandercenter.org

Kid’s Korner Preschool
(212) 229-9340

Nursery & Pre-Kindergarten Programs

OPEN HOUSE Oct. 14-18 • 10 am & 2 pm

*Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
*Flexible days & hours
*Ages 2 to 5 years
*Applications accepted for 2002/03
*Call for appointment

Applications accepted for 2002/03

 call 1-866-258-3475 for a brochure
Logos Bookstore’s Recommendations

By H. Harris Healy, III, President, Logos Bookstore,
1575 York Avenue (Between 83rd And 84th Sts.), New York, New York 10028
(212) 517-7282, Fax (212) 517-7197;
WWW.NYCLOGOS.CITYSEARCH.COM

In these unsettled economic times, when prices rise and incomes may decline, it is time to shop where one can get the most value for one’s money. Logos Bookstore is such a place for books. Starting October 1, all purchases of books in the store will be 10 percent off retail price. Logos also offers a discount club that one can join for free. The club works this way: After the first $100 spent there is a 20 percent discount on all books purchased in the store and 10 percent off any cards, music or gifts present in the store. When $200 has been spent there is a 30 percent discount on all books purchased in the store and 20 percent off any cards, music or gifts present in the store. When $300 has been spent, the process, outlined above, starts again.

Life on the Color Line, by Gregory Howard Williams

Published by Plume/Penguin Books, 1995; 285 pages

By MERI ROSENBERG

Someone should introduce Gregory Howard Williams to Frank McCourt. Both describe almost unbearable childhoods and adolescents that make a sensitive reader wonder how either could have surmounted them to arrive at a productive adulthood. And while McCourt’s description of his miserable Irish Catholic childhood in Angela’s Ashes probably eclipses Williams’ evolution of his painful upbringing in racially segregated Muncie, Indiana during the 1950s in terms of humiliation and deprivation, Williams’ experiences would still put him in the running as a competitor for ‘survivor of terrible childhood.’

Now President of City College, and a graduate of Ball State University and George Washington University, Williams’ explores with brutal honesty the tortured path he had to pursue to attain his educational and professional goals.

The eldest of four children, whose father ran a beer joint for tourists and soldiers in Virginia, Williams grew up for the first 10 years of his life comfortably enconced in the middle class life of a white Southerner. When his parents separated, after a tempestuous and violent relationship—fueled by infidelities and drinking—Williams and his next-oldest brother, Mike, were suddenly plunged into the hand-to-mouth society of the poor blacks who lived in Muncie, Indiana.

Although James “Buster” Williams, the boys’ father, had passed for white in Virginia, he couldn’t maintain that fiction in his native Muncie. What the author discovered only upon being brought back to Muncie (a community he had previously visited as the white grandson of a white family) was that his father, by marrying a white woman, had transgressed the social norms of that day. The children, despite white skin and features, were shunned by the white community as half-caste racial mongrels, and had no refuge except in the black community.

Williams describes a harsh and difficult childhood, where his black relatives—theirs eking out a precarious existence—had little to spare, and often begrudged him and his brother food. With a paternal grandmother whose indifference was almost as callous as that expressed by McCourt’s own grandmother; a father who was quick to put his young children to work, yet reluctant to earn a living himself, and white relatives who forgot their existence, Williams and his brother were spared the orphanage only when a compassionate family friend, Dora Weekly Smith took both boys to live with her.

It was her kindness, faith and encouragement that Williams largely credits with his determination to escape the ghetto, and fulfill his ambition. “Though only ten years old, I faced one of the hardest choices of my life: to dream or to despair...I chose to dream.” In school, Williams studied hard and worked diligently, understanding both from his father’s explicit statements and his own perceptions, that education was his only escape.

Yet the racial inequalities of that time, and that place, intruded. Williams was told by a teacher that he would get an academic achievement award at his sixth grade graduation. He didn’t receive it because that kind of prize wasn’t going to be given to a black student. In middle and high school, Williams had to choose whether to associate with the white students—assuming he could “pass”—or with the black students. Because he looked white, when he opted to walk down the aisle during ninth grade graduation with a dark-skinned black girl, no one congratulated him.

Integration was a long way off. Williams had to daily negotiate the delicate color line that...
Upbeat Uptown: “Harlem Song”

Dramatic Downtown:

“Shanghai Ghetto”

By JAN AARON

George C. Wolfe’s, “Harlem Song,” at the legendary Apollo Theater, tells the story of Harlem through a 90-minute revue, combining songs, dances, films, and interviews. This is an enjoyable, but not groundbreaking, history lesson for everyone. Monday’s 11 a.m. show is for students (to order the teacher’s guide, call 212-977-1100). The $4-million revue was created to attract tourists to newly revived Harlem and its world famous Apollo, now undergoing a multi-million dollar facelift.

Wolfe, (“Bring in Da’ Noise/ Bring in Da’ Funk”), the producer at the New York Public Theater, crams a lot into a fairly brief experience. Here is an oral history of Harlem, a visit to the old hotspots, and a feel-good message. Interspersed are video clips of Harlem residents reminiscing about their beloved neighborhood. Their comments are fascinating. Biographical notes would be a valuable addition to the printed programs. Atmospheric old film-footage is projected above Riccardo Hernandez’s spare, but innovative set. The talented 16-person ensemble portrays, in 11 segments, defining moments in Harlem history. One of the most memorable, “The Depression” features fabulous dancing at a rent party, which Harlemites back then paid to attend as a way of raising rent money. This is followed by a ballad, “Here You Come With Love,” tenderly rendered by Queen Esther. The show pays brief attention to the neighborhood’s decline after World War II.

Music includes classics like Billy Strayhorn’s “Take the A Train” (here in Spanish Coje El A Train by Nilo Cruz) and new numbers with lyrics by Wolfe and music by Zane Mark, conductor of the on-stage orchestra, and Daryl Waters. Jules Fisher’s and Peggy Eisenhauer’s evocative lighting, Paul Tazewell’s period costumes, and Ken Roberson’s right-on choreography provide stunning moments throughout.

On the serious side, not-to-be-missed downtown at the Quad is the award-winning movie, “Shanghai Ghetto,” a feature documentary about Jewish refugees who escaped the Holocaust in the only place open to them—Shanghai, China. (Apollo Theater, 235 West 125 Street, Saturday, Sunday and Monday; ticket, 212-307-7171; $20-$50; for film timings, call 777-FILM.)

George C. Wolfe

Queen Esther and Cast

Color Line

Continued from page 31

information nearly all of his decisions and actions, realizing the grave consequences (Klan repercussions, violence from other students, etc.) of a misstep.

As Williams expresses it, “I hadn’t wanted to be colored, but too much had happened to me in Muncie to be a part of the white world that had rejected me so completely.” Paradoxically, his racial identity gave him the tools to become his own person: “I knew who I was and what I wanted to be.”

After a disappearance of more than 10 years, by the time the author’s white mother returned to invite Williams and his brother to move in with her and her new husband, it was clearly too late. Williams couldn’t forgive her for having been to Muncie without once stopping in to see him or his brother, or allowing the two of them to contact her. And the condition she offered for joining her family meant that “we were to forget we were ‘colored boys.’”

Williams wasn’t about to forget. The memories of living on the wrong side of the color line were won at too high a cost. This is a gripping, and important, story about what it meant to live during the pre-Civil Rights era, from the distinctive perspective of someone who knew what it was like to live in those vastly different worlds of black and white.8

NY Public Library to Offer Free Online Test Practice

Library-card carrying New Yorkers now have a new resource to help them prepare for exams. Learn-A-Test is a free online service of test preparation materials and practice exams based on official tests. The Learn-A-Test database provides practice exams in 14 subject areas, from Cosmetology to US Citizenship, and includes practice exams ranging from 4th Grade

Disney gives schools first-class treatment

When you let your students discover the wonder and joy of Disney on Broadway, we’ll make the experience unforgettable! This school year give your students a day to remember by taking advantage of Disney’s educational program, which provides schools with special rates for groups of 15 or more for Beauty and the Beast, Aida and Lion King.

In addition, because we know that you want to provide the necessary adult supervision, Disney gives educators one free ticket for every 15 purchased at all three shows. Flexible policies allow teachers to pay in full 2-3 months before the performance. Disney invites schools to dedicate an entire day to the theater and to enhance the group’s experience by taking a historical tour of the New Amsterdam Theater the morning prior to the performance. Built in 1903, the New Amsterdam has long been the crown jewel of Broadway’s theaters. After a two-year restoration process that led to the theater’s re-opening in 1997, the theater now hosts Disney’s Tony Award winning musical, The Lion King. The New Amsterdam Theater is the perfect venue for events ranging from 15 to 1800 people. The theater and its two historic rooms, The Ziegfeld Room and the New Amsterdam Room, can accommodate everything from a full production to an intimate candlelight dinner. For more information please call Amy Andrews at 212-282-2907.

We will help teachers arrive to the theater prepared. For every show Disney has developed study guides that help teachers develop projects, discussion and activities. And, for those students who always have a question after most Wednesday matinees, members of the cast, orchestra or crew are available to speak for special Q & A sessions with students.

Students can also enjoy discounts on Disney on Broadway souvenirs, merchandise, as each member of your group will receive a merchandise coupon for great savings at the theater. Teachers can also arrange special lunch savings at McDonald’s Times Square location, which, with seating of over 2000, specializes in school group customized for any budget. Finally, groups save on Gray Line New York bus charters, as special Disney promotional rates are available.

For more information or to book call 212-703-1046 or 1-800-439-9000, fax 212-703-1085, email BVTGgroup@disney.com or visit www.disneyonbroadway.com.

Make Learning An Even Bigger Experience.
CFE Case to Court of Appeals: Pataki Should Settle

By ASSEMBLYMAN STEVEN SANDERS

The Court of Appeals will soon hear oral arguments in the landmark Campaign for School Equity case. Governor Pataki, regretfully, appealed the decision by Justice DeGrasse, which held that the State’s school funding formula was both unfair and inadequate for New York City’s students. Pataki’s appeal prevailed at the Appellate Division, but, ironically, the Governor recently changed his tune and suddenly has repudiated the idea that attaining only an 8th grade education is acceptable.

But that is the opposite of what the State has argued since the beginning of this litigation, that the “sound basic education” called for in the State Constitution should be construed in the most minimal way—the equivalent of only an 8th grade education.

Now the plaintiffs are appealing to the State’s highest court, the Court of Appeals, and Pataki has refused to settle the case. Is this in the interest of our children? Of course not.

The State, the defendant in the suit, has argued that the drafters of the Education Clause of the State Constitution had in mind only the “limited purpose” of continuing in place “the existing public school system.” The implication of this position seems to be that the State is obligated to support and maintain the public school system only at the level of educational functioning that prevailed in 1894, when this constitutional provision was adopted.

A sound basic education cannot be less than that required by the Board of Regents in the form of minimal standards for graduation from high school. In November of 1997, the Regents defined what was necessary for a sound basic education by promulgating Regents’ Learning Standards. These standards have been explicitly approved by the legislative leadership of both parties and by the Governor and stand as the official policies of the State of New York.

The Regents’ new graduation requirements, enacted together with the standards, changed the previous two-track diploma system. Now there is only a Regents’ diploma. To obtain this diploma, every student must pass Regents exams in English, math, global history, United States history and science. Failure to pass all five Regents exams will cause a student to forfeit a high school diploma.

The consequences of not receiving a high school diploma are catastrophic: Without this accreditation one is unable to matriculate in college, barred from applying for many civil service jobs, may not serve in the U.S. armed services and faces limited private sector employment opportunities. It is astonishing that anyone can contend that the “sound basic education” students in New York State are guaranteed in our State Constitution can be so inferior that students are not educated enough to meet high school graduation requirements!

The Regents’ Learning Standards do not represent an “aspirational” education, but rather the acquisition of the skills and knowledge which New York’s educational leaders and public officials believe are necessary for all high school graduates in New York State to attain.

The Court of Appeals should acknowledge that the current Regents’ Learning Standards provide a concrete expression of the type and level of skills needed for a sound basic education in the 21st century and that students therefore are entitled to the resources necessary to have a reasonable opportunity to meet these standards.

The State’s amnestic construction of the Education Article is no less bizarre at the dawn of the 21st century than would be, for example, a contention that First Amendment protections of speech should not be held applicable to the Internet, a technology not in existence in the 18th century.

Especially in light of the Governor’s new statements repudiating the idea that an 8th grade education is acceptable, he should negotiate with the plaintiffs and settle this case. Failing that, I am optimistic that the Court of Appeals will rule in favor of educational equity for all of New York State’s children and for funding that is realistic to meet the new standards.

Steven Sanders is chairman of the NYS Assembly Education Committee. You can contact him at 229 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003 (e-mail: sanders@assembly.state.ny.us; tel.: (212) 979-9696).

Mayor’s Management Report: Your City’s Report Card

By MAYOR MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG

Where do you turn when you want to know what condition your child’s school building is in, if the local playground is in good repair or how clean the streets in your neighborhood are compared to those in other communities?

Answers about those and the state of other basic City services are in the “Mayor’s Management Report.” It’s designed to be a public report card on the performance of City agencies. And the latest MMR, makes it easier than ever for average New Yorkers to get information about City agencies, and judge how well and how cost effectively they’re functioning.

And by large, City agencies are doing a remarkable job. The current MMR covers the twelve months ending in July. We all recognize that was one of the most difficult periods in New York history. Nevertheless, for the most part the performance of City agencies either improved or remained stable. For example, major felony crimes continued to fall, down 9 percent since last year and by 11 percent since 1998, and homicides fell 10 percent this year. The response time by police, firefighters and emergency medical personnel was cut; deaths from tuberculosis declined; so did complaints about potholes in City streets. Those achievements make New York a better city for all of us.

The new MMR is itself a major step forward in making City government more open and accountable. It is more user-friendly than MMRs of the past in three significant ways. First, it’s slimmer, better organized and written in plain, understandable language. Second, it’s more sharply focused on measuring success or failure in delivering City services, and that gives New Yorkers a clearer picture of what really matters to us. And third, it makes innovative use of the latest information technology. For the first time, selected data from the MMR has been computer mapped.

That permits anyone logging on to the City’s website at www.nyc.gov to evaluate the work of City agencies anywhere in the Big Apple. Just click on the phrase “My Neighborhood Stats” on the City’s home page, type in a street address, and you can find performance indicators about parks, police, schools and other City services in that neighborhood and compare them to other communities across the City.

Efficiency in City services is more important than ever. We’re in an era when every agency has to do more with less. City employees are working hard to do just that. And the information available in the new MMR will help every New Yorker judge how well we’re doing our jobs.

Getting a Headstart on the New School Year!

Certified Reading Specialist & k-12 Elementary Tutor, currently teaching in Long Island.

LARISA KUSHNIR, C.R.S.
718-445-0789

Bill Gurián
Director
212-966-2860

212-228-1642
917.297.2389

S.A.T.
TUTORIALS

ACADEMIC TUTORING CENTER
ALL SUBJECTS-LEVELS-EXAMS
CALL Toll Free: 1-877-444-4729
1-877-HIGH-SATS
N.Y.’s #1 TEST PREPARATION SERVICE

Math Tutoring
High School & Junior High
2 Sample Hours, No Charge
Arithmetic ➔ Advanced Calculus
212.228.1642
917.297.2389

Math - Science - SAT I/II - MCAT - GMAT
Algebra I/II - Geometry - Trigonometry
Pre-Calculus - Advanced Placement
Physics - Accounting - Finance
Computer Applications

Experienced, Effective Tutor, Ph.D.
Call Andrew: (212) 340 - 9522

All Ivy Tutors

Let our Ivy League educated instructors help your child along the road to academic success.

All subjects, all grade levels.
Private test prep, Music lessons too!
Reading & Math specialists

Call: Cynthia
(212) 725-0460
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Tutoring

And Enrichment

Your Child Can Blossom
Experienced in:
Traditional & Progressive Teaching Practices, K-6, Standards Based, Individualized, Creative
Reading Skills • Writing Skills • Math
All Test Preparation • Homework Help

Ms. Carroll 212-348-9366
Upper East Side Location
Licensed Teacher NYC, NYS
Orton Gillingham Trained • References Available
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Computer Applications

Experienced, Effective Tutor, Ph.D.
Call Andrew: (212) 340 - 9522

Editing Services,
Writing Tutorial

Experienced professional writer, advanced by League degrees,
Can turn your grades from B to A+!
All services available:
one shot assignments all the way to tutorials.
For those who wish to write better.

Competitive Rates

Lawrence Richette, MFA, PhD Candidate
212-249-6044, 212-288-1759

E-mail: larry1981@earthlink.net
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Call: Cynthia
(212) 725-0460
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permitted students who could prove residency in New York State but did not have official immigration documentation to pay the resident tuition rate of $3200 per year. When adminis-
trators realized that this process was technical-
ly in violation of 1996 federal legislation, the policy was put in jeopardy. On August 9th, however, Governor George Pataki visited CCNY to sign the Immigrant Student Legislation Act, which allows New York City high school graduates without legal immigra-
tion status to continue to pay resident tuition rates at both City and State Universities. “These students don’t have the resources to pay out-of-state tuition and that would have [effect-
tively] closed the door to higher education for them,” says Williams, who noted that City College was founded over 150 years ago to educate the children of the working class and immi-
grants.

He cited the example of a recent student who was raised in a rural mountain region of Mexico, came to New York, washed dishes during the day and studied English at night.

“He eventually enrolled at City College, has an outstanding academic record and plans to earn a Ph.D.”

Williams understands what it is to overcome obstacles in order to receive an education. While attending college he worked full-time as a deputy sheriff, often more than 40 hours per week. “I managed to graduate in four years so I know it can be done. I can identify with the struggles of today’s City College stu-
dents, most of whom must work while attend-
ing college. I tell them not to get discouraged, and that if they work hard and keep their goal in mind they will succeed.”

The most popular major at City College is psychology, Williams estimates, while engi-
neering and architecture are also student favorites. CCNY boasts the only public schools of engineering and architecture in New York City. Other popular programs include Sonic Arts (sound engineering) and a new undergraduate major in biomedical engineer-
ing. “What City College has demonstrated,” he says, making no effort to hide his gentle Mid-Western accent, “is that you can have a very diverse environment combined with very high quality programs.”

Music In History

In 4000 B.C., (in Egypt) musicians were depicted playing flutes and harps.

In 2000 B.C., trumpets were reportedly played in Denmark.

In 800 B.C., the earliest known complete piece of music appeared on a stone tablet in Sumeria (now Iraq).

Firsts

In 1501, the first printed music book was published in Venice.

In 1716, the first practical piano was pro-
duced by Bartolomeo Cristoforo in Florence.

In U.S. History:

Firsts

In 1716, the first musical instrument shop in the thirteen colonies opened in Boston.

In 1787, the first secular songbook in America was published in Philadelphia.

In 1817 (on February 26) the first Jazz record was released – Lively Stable Blues by the Original Dixieland Jass (sic) Band.

In 1920, blues singer Mamie Smith became the first black American to conduct at New York’s Metropolitan Opera House.

Music at a Distance

In 1877 (on March 31) an audience at Steinway Hall in New York City heard the first concert by long distance telephone (from Philadelphia).

In 1940 (on March 10) the first televised opera was performed at the Metropolitan Opera House.

Music and Education

In 1833 (on January 8) the first musical ped-
agogy school in the U.S. opened in Boston.

In 1849, the Normal Academy of Music (in Connecticut) began awarding academic degrees in music.

Quiz

Which American composer signed the Declaration of Independence?

Answer:

In U.S. History:

Firsts

In 1776, the American Revolution began.

In 1787, the first musical instrument shop in the thirteen colonies opened in Boston.

In 1817, the first secular songbook in America was published in Philadelphia.

In 1849, the Normal Academy of Music (in Connecticut) began awarding academic degrees in music.

Literary Riddles By Chris Rowan
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Laptop Bag

Period.

Guaranteed for life, a certain laptop must have, and simply inexpensive. For more info and to place an order please visit our website.

www.tibag.com

October Events at the Bank Street Bookstore

Located on the corner of 112th Street and Broadway. All events are free!

Thursday, October 17, 4:30 pm

Saturday, October 19, 2-4 pm
Join us for a day of author signings featuring E.L. Konigsburg and James Howe! 12:00-1:30 pm
Meet E.L. Konigsburg as she signs copies of her books including the best-selling From the continued on page 35
ASHTON DIGITAL UNVEILS PASSPORT 2000

By MITCHELL LEVINE

Ashton Digital, premier mobile technology manufacturer, recently unveiled its Passport 2100 Series - the newest addition to its family of Intel-based PC notebooks. The laptop features a Pentium® TV processor with speeds of 2.2 GHz and above, an extra sharp 15” 1400 x 1050 SXGA Active Matrix TFT display, 512MB of system memory, and up to 60GB of hard drive storage. Although the SecureME hardware-based password-access security feature available on previous iterations is regrettably absent from the 2100, the latest version does provide external CD controls which allow the unit to be used for playback, even when powered-down.

“Our design is superior to plastic casings, because we use magnesium on both the top and bottom of our notebook” comments Ben Totanes, Ashton Digital’s Sales and Marketing Director. “The advantage of this is that the laptop is lighter, thinner, stronger, and better able to dissipate heat than traditional models. Our CPU runs cooler than those of typical note-
books, which trap heat inside the unit. This feature reduces the frequency of crashes and improves reliability,” he adds.

For multimedia power users, the Passport 2100 offers the ATI Radeon Mobility 4x AGP/3D Graphics accelerator, a DVD-ROM/CD-RW drive, and a TV-out port (NTSC/PAL) with MacroVision Capability. This latter feature allows the user to connect the system to a television and watch DVD movies through the TV’s screen, a function perfectly presented. Ashton Digital, based in Milpitas, CA, is a manufacturer of notebook computers, LCD monitors, IDE storage devices and home theater systems. They can be contacted through their site at www.ashtondigi-
tal.com, or 1-886-9ASHTON.

Book signing with James Howe, author of the award-winning bestseller Bunnicula, as well as many other books for young readers. James will read from his latest series, Tales From The House of Bunnicula, and autograph books. Ages 5 and up. Please call 212-678-1654 for more information.#

VisAble: Low Vision Aids

VisAble VideoTelescope™ - the breakthrough vision aid. Hand-held, portable and easy-to-use for long, mid and near distance tasks. The VisAble VideoTelescope™ provides an unprecedented range of capabilities: magnification, 3D stereo magnification, autofocus and powerful contrast enhancement in low light and bright light, indoors and out.

The VisAble IMAGE™ - the CCTV for the 21st Century! Advanced technology. Advanced ergonomics. Innovative features addressing real needs. The personal data-eye care comes up and down the page so that you can maintain a constant eye-to-screen distance, regardless of reading material size.

The VisAble TrainingKit™ - LowVision Training Transformed. Provides unprecented training capabilities and immediate feedback thereby maximizing training time and reducing training effort. The Results tendon independence is quickly built.

VisAble Pod™ - transforms the VisAble VideoTelescope™ into a full color, auto-focus CCTV. Fully featured, the Visable Pod™ uses the standard for vision enhancement versatility and flexibility. Provides hours of reading and writing comfort.

VisAble VideoTelescope™ - the breakthrough vision aid. Hand-held, portable and easy-to-use for long, mid and near distance tasks. The VisAble VideoTelescope™ provides an unprecedented range of capabilities: magnification, 3D stereo magnification, autofocus and powerful contrast enhancement in low light and bright light, indoors and out.

The VisAble IMAGE™ - the CCTV for the 21st Century! Advanced technology. Advanced ergonomics. Innovative features addressing real needs. The personal data-eye care comes up and down the page so that you can maintain a constant eye-to-screen distance, regardless of reading material size.

The VisAble TrainingKit™ - LowVision Training Transformed. Provides unprecented training capabilities and immediate feedback thereby maximizing training time and reducing training effort. The Results tendon independence is quickly built.

VisAble Pod™ - transforms the VisAble VideoTelescope™ into a full color, auto-focus CCTV. Fully featured, the Visable Pod™ uses the standard for vision enhancement versatility and flexibility. Provides hours of reading and writing comfort.
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**Communicate, Collaborate and Support – From Anywhere**

School districts like yours are regularly expected to do more with less, and providing technical support and administration to an increasingly complex computer network is no exception. That’s why you need Netopia’s award-winning Timbuktu Pro Remote Control and netOctopus Systems Management software. Already the software of choice at schools and colleges nationwide, Netopia software is designed to be simple, functional and versatile. And all computer network is no exception. That’s why you need Netopia’s award-winning Timbuktu Pro Remote Control and netOctopus Systems Management software. Already the software of choice at schools and colleges nationwide, Netopia software is designed to be simple, functional and versatile. And all computer network is no exception. That’s why you need Netopia’s award-winning Timbuktu Pro Remote Control and netOctopus Systems Management software. Already the software of choice at schools and colleges nationwide, Netopia software is designed to be simple, functional and versatile. And all

**Saving Time and Money with Timbuktu Pro Remote Control**

Every time you send a technician on-site to fix a problem, it costs you something. In a large district, even the cost of gas can add up over a full year. More importantly, it takes time away from teaching, as computers and software sit idle, waiting for an overburdened technician to arrive and troubleshoot the problem.

With Timbuktu Pro, your Help Desk can analyze, troubleshoot, and often fix the problem, without ever leaving the help desk. That means less time on the road for support staff, and more time learning in the classroom.

[www.timbuktupro.com](http://www.timbuktupro.com)

**Making the Tedious Jobs Simple with netOctopus**

Inventorying your network can take the entire summer. netOctopus can complete the task in minutes, summarizing over 500 software and hardware information items in the report format that you decide.

Student curiosity may be essential to learning, but it can wreak havoc on school computers. The powerful auditing capabilities of netOctopus enable you to detect unauthorized changes that may be made to school computers.

You can also deploy new software or upgrades with netOctopus.

[www.netoctopus.com](http://www.netoctopus.com)

For more information, call (800) 485-5741 or email education@netopia.com
Teaching Art Through History as a Right Brained Activity

By SHARON JEFFUS

I believe that art can be incorporated with many different core subjects. This combination offers children an opportunity for creative problem solving and inventive thinking while reinforcing core learning. Art that is integrated into regular class subjects can be a refreshing switch from typical left brain activities that monopolize most school days. This breaking of class routine refreshes and revitalizes the students, and is so much fun, we won’t even tell them that they have been learning!

It is remarkable the number of great scientists and inventors that were artists first. This fact alone makes it simple to incorporate both science and history into art. In our own American history, we have Samuel Morse, the inventor of Morse code. He was a talented artist who did historical pictures.

Robert Fulton is sometimes called the Leonardo da Vinci of America. He not only invented the steamboat, but also studied painting in England with great master artists. My very favorite scientist/artist is George Washington Carver who first painted the beauty of his wonderful plants before beginning the inventive activities he is so famous for. As you can see one doesn’t have to search far to find men of history that were accomplished at both art and science. Studying science by drawing observations, building models (inventions, architectural structures, plant and animal cells, etc.) all can add to the core learning fun and enhance learning.

In the history of man, the first scientific illustrator was the great artist Leonardo da Vinci. He explored what was inside of the human body, theorized about how it worked, and left detailed anatomical pictures still in use today.

Some believe his attention to detail of underlying structures is how he was able to become a master at painting the beauty of the human face.

continued on page 59

The best of a private school education, delivered to your home…

Calvert School offers families a complete curriculum developed in a real classroom with real children. We provide you with the tools to make the best use of your teaching time and to minimize your concerns about taking the leap into homeschooling. We also offer enrichment and supplemental courses.

For your free catalog, visit www.calvertschoool.org or call 1-888-487-4652.
"These maps are ideal for the grammar-stage learner... I highly recommend them as a simple but effective way to develop the young student’s geographical awareness!"

Susan Wise Bauer,

Tired of poring over books and scouring the internet for the appropriate map of your history topic?... LOOK NO FURTHER!... Now you can have over 100 maps at your fingertips covering major historical events from ancient civilizations to contemporary times.

It is difficult for gradeschoolers to conceptualize the places of historical happenings when the only maps available show current political boundary divisions.

With this collection, both schoolteachers and homeschooling families can gain the benefits in visualization and conceptual understanding that our own homeschool children (and several schools & co-ops) did in their study of both ancient and modern history.

INSTITUTIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Toll-Free 1-866-697-1166

www.ECSDistanceLearning.org

The Basic Cozy Grammar Course on video
A light-hearted, whimsical approach to learning basic English grammar!

"Grammar does not make you creative: it is a technique that enhances your creativity. If you can’t speak well and write well your windows of opportunity are closed!"

-Marie Rackham

Join Marie, a retired English teacher, for a series of relaxed tutorials, in and around her cozy cottage on the beach.

The Grammar Course video is a comprehensive, easy-to-follow curriculum for home schooling parents, teachers, and virtually any individual who wishes to improve their basic English grammar skills.

This course is not age specific, and includes two videos with reproducible workbook.

"The Basic Cozy Grammar Course is clearly the result of years of classroom experience...makes grammar painless and is suitable for ages nine to adult. Highly recommended!"

-Library Journal

www.SplashesFromTheRiver.com

The Homeschooler’s “Click”
Now you can get the independence of home-schooling, the camaraderie of a traditional high school, and over 35 full-credit courses from Keystone National High School, a leading provider of accredited independent study courses. Choose between correspondence courses and the new eSchool, with its virtual Home Room, bulletin boards, chats, and more. With Keystone, it’s easier than ever to achieve academic success at home.

Call 1-800-255-4937, Dept. 169 or visit www.keystonehighschool.com

Changing the Face of Education!
**Teachers College**
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launched a Dean’s Alumni Advisory Group as well.
She has also met with New York City’s new chancellor, Joel Klein, to discuss proposals and strategies that would enable the city’s Department of Education to benefit from Teachers College expertise and resources. As one example, Dean Bailey cited the recent change in the recruitment schedule—by the time New York City recruits at Teachers College and elsewhere, many of the most promising candidates have already been hired by competing suburban districts.

Teachers College, with its Peace Corps Fellows program, Teachers Institute, Principals Fellowship program, and other programs, is well poised to share its plentiful resources with both the local community, and the larger New York City community.

“There are pockets that know what we do,” said Dean Bailey. “But Teachers College needs to be much more visible. When we’re more visible, we can be more impactful. We’re considering the question of how can we put together a college wide plan, and go to the Mayor and Chancellor saying, ‘this is what TC can do. You’ve got problems. We’ve got solutions.’”

Dean Bailey also is looking to expand Teachers College’s relationships with other graduate schools within Columbia University, as well as with other New York City schools of education, and is excited about their newly formed alumni.

It’s clear that Dean Bailey is used to breaking barriers, something she does with apparent ease. During her tenure as Dean at Case Western Reserve (where she was also the first African-American woman, and the youngest, to hold that position), Dean Bailey chaired the governing board of the Mandel Center for Nonprofit Organizations where one of her most significant accomplishments was facilitating a new outcomes-oriented curriculum. Dean Bailey also chaired the governing body of the Mandel Center for Nonprofit Organizations. Although born in Harlem, her family moved to Englewood, New Jersey, where she and her younger sister were among the first African-American students to move through a newly desegregated public school system. Dean Bailey entered Lafayette College as one of the first African-American students, and early on learned to deal with both racism and sexism.

Still, what resonates most deeply with Dean Bailey is a profound love of education. “My mother told my sister and me that we could do anything we wanted to do,” said Dean Bailey. “She told us that we were a mixture of all God’s good things and that has kept me both humble and proud. I come from a family of strong people—my father worked three jobs—and strong women, who believed in education. My mother is a very strong woman, and I feel I’m genetically predisposed to taking on hard stuff.” Dean Bailey’s sister is a middle school physical education teacher.

“Everything I’ve ever done in my life has led me to this,” Dean Bailey said. “I believe that things happen in the right way at precisely the right time.”

Dr. Mundinger has long thought that the future of nursing education is in better educated nurses, with advanced degrees. When she became dean of the nursing school in 1986, Dr. Mundinger began the process of transforming the nursing school from an undergraduate college, comparable to Columbia College or Barnard, to a purely graduate school, offering master’s degrees to those who already had earned a bachelor’s degree. Since 1988, the Columbia program has only offered graduate degrees.

The School of Nursing, which enrolls about 500 students a year (and had about 200 when Dr. Mundinger first stepped into the Dean’s role), attracts a diverse student population, with twice the national average of under-represented minorities, like African-American men and Hispanics. Many of the students have earned undergraduate degrees from places like Stanford, Princeton, Barnard, Yale, and Berkeley, among others.

“We want to educate young people about the marvelous opportunities in the field of nursing,” Dr. Mundinger said. “We want high school and college guidance counselors to encourage those interested in a health career to consider nursing. We’re looking for people who have a clear idea of what they’ll do with their education.”

**Columbia Nursing**

Continued from page 20

upstate town—by a mother who was a teacher and father who was a business executive. Dr. Mundinger grew up with an implicit understanding of her own career choices were either nursing or teaching. She began her vocation as an obstetrics/gynecology nurse in Ithaca, New York, moved into intensive care nursing, earned a master’s degree in nursing education, and was awarded a fellowship to become a family nurse practitioner. Dr. Mundinger also received a prestigious grant from Robert Wood Johnson Health Policy fellowship, which brought her to Washington as a staff member for Senator Edward Kennedy on the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee.

She was also tapped by former president William Clinton to serve on the health Professionals Review Group, which analyzed the health care reform plan spearheaded by then-First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton. Writing, publishing, and health policy journals, Dr. Mundinger is also the author of *Home Care Controversy: Too Little, Too Late, Too Costly and Autonomy in Nursing*.
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ic production. Some of our mentors and mentees attended the New York premier performances on June 28-30 at The Public Theater, and we hope that this year some of our mentees will be featured in the production! An ancillary benefit is that exposure to the arts helps older youth to contemplate future careers which they may never have considered.

In the past few years, the idea of involving at-risk youth in the arts has been gaining momentum. In 1999, the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) partnered with the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) to use art programs to steer at-risk youth away from crime and delinquency. Many advocates who help at-risk youth believe that the arts give youth a positive outlet for their ideas and talents, so they can create instead of destroy. We consider music and art-based programs as opportunities to offer our young people an understanding of team spirit and a forum to work out their problems without conflict.

The children that we reach through mentoring represent our future leadership. Through the generous support of those in the arts community who care, we introduce them to a larger world where they can become productive, contributing members of our society, rather than adding to the criminal or welfare statistics. Many advocates who help at-risk youth believe that the arts give youth a positive outlet for their ideas and talents, so they can create instead of destroy. We consider music and art-based programs as opportunities to offer our young people an understanding of team spirit and a forum to work out their problems without conflict.

The children that we reach through mentoring represent our future leadership. Through the generous support of those in the arts community who care, we introduce them to a larger world where they can become productive, contributing members of our society, rather than adding to the criminal or welfare statistics. Many advocates who help at-risk youth believe that the arts give youth a positive outlet for their ideas and talents, so they can create instead of destroy. We consider music and art-based programs as opportunities to offer our young people an understanding of team spirit and a forum to work out their problems without conflict.

Education at the City College of New York.

City College
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CUNY's tuition–free and maintain high standards. Although no longer tuition free, CUNY’s tuition (currently $3,200 per year) is relatively inexpensive and so continues to provide the traditional tuition and resulted in reduced enrollment. All the while the reputation of the institution filtered in that alumni felt that the quality and standards of the University were being compromised. Those of us at the front line can attest to the fact that quality was never compromised. We just gave many more students an opportunity to access higher education than we had in the past. Naturally the graduation rate declined, but that was to be expected. At least, in the spirit of the University, access was expanded while excellence increased.

So where are we today? Clearly our higher edu- cation program in the United States is as good as (and probably better than) that of any country in the world today. We are now setting the world standards in education, emphasizing, as always, access as well as excellence. The extensive testing programs in the lower schools for which we have become famous, and which constantly push our students what they may never have considered.

The increase in enrollment shows that high quality is always the most sought after. High tuition costs should not be considered the signpost of a quality education. Take the European univer- sities, for example. Most are still essentially tuition-free and maintain high standards.

Although no longer tuition free, CUNY’s tuition (currently $3,200 per year) is relatively inexpensive and so continues to provide the traditional tuition for which it was originally founded. Besides the research agenda, at the City College, to mention one, the faculty takes pride in its instruction; and demanding rigorous content and instruction; using multiple sources of data as a diagnostic tool toward the goal of instructional improvement; and actively engaging the commu- nity to create shared responsibility for stu- dents and school success. The report also describes ways in which policymakers can offer improved support for school principals.

Central to raising our nation’s academic achievement are our teachers. In New York City for example, the United Federation of Teachers, in response to requests by their teachers for cur- riculum in all the subject areas, assumed a lead- ership role by working with the leaders in the city schools, and published a curriculum for teaching English Language Arts (K-12).

With this information, principals can work with their teachers to build the capacity for their students to successfully meet the ELA standards. Pivotal for success in this process is the school princi- pal. Let us properly prepare them to do the job that has to be done—and give them the envi- ronment and tools they need to fulfill their mis- sion to be the principal teacher.

Charlotte K. Frank, Ph.D., is senior vice president for research and development at McGraw-Hill Education, a unit of the McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Formerly a teacher and administrator in New York City’s public school system, she recently served as Regent of Judicial District 1 in New York.

Leadership
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potential administrators in the district would be trained in instructional leadership, right in the schools and under the guidance of respected presiding or former principals, in order to build their practical knowledge and experience of what the job takes. The “heretofore” would be in place to ensure continuity in any school change that has occurred.

I’m pleased to see that one organization, the National Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP), is already taking steady steps in this direction. It recently published a handbook, Leading Learning Communities: Standards for What Principals Should Know and Be Able to Do, detailing principals’ responsibili- ties, with emphasis on instructional leadership. The NAESP publication, among other things, identifies a number of standards that redefine such leadership for today’s principals. These focus on leading schools in a way that pays students and professional development at the center; promot- ing the academic success of all students; creat- ing and demanding rigorous content and instruction; using multiple sources of data as a diagnostic tool toward the goal of instructional improvement; and actively engaging the com- munity to create shared responsibility for stu- dent and school success. The report also describes ways in which policymakers can offer improved support for school principals.

The NAESP publication, among other things, identifies a number of standards that redefine such leadership for today’s principals. These focus on leading schools in a way that pays students and professional development at the center; promot- ing the academic success of all students; creat- ing and demanding rigorous content and instruction; using multiple sources of data as a diagnostic tool toward the goal of instructional improvement; and actively engaging the com- munity to create shared responsibility for stu- dent and school success. The report also describes ways in which policymakers can offer improved support for school principals.

Principals (NAESP), is already taking sturdy steps in this direction. It recently published a handbook, Leading Learning Communities: Standards for What Principals Should Know and Be Able to Do, detailing principals’ responsibili- ties, with emphasis on instructional leadership. The NAESP publication, among other things, identifies a number of standards that redefine such leadership for today’s principals. These focus on leading schools in a way that pays students and professional development at the center; promot- ing the academic success of all students; creat- ing and demanding rigorous content and instruction; using multiple sources of data as a diagnostic tool toward the goal of instructional improvement; and actively engaging the com- munity to create shared responsibility for stu- dent and school success. The report also describes ways in which policymakers can offer improved support for school principals.

instructional program, minimizing large lecture sections and rewarding good teaching. After all, as the public’s institution of higher educa- tion, this is not our ultimate charge.

Alfred Pomerantzev is Dean of the School of Education at the City College of New York.
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For more information, please call (914) 395-2411.

For more information, please call (646) 221-9135

The Smith School, is a fully accredited Regents registered school, dedicated to helping public school children. Learning Leaders, former Ivy admissions staff offer private and group classes.

For more information, please call (914) 395-2411.
THREE HOT SHOWS.

“The astonishments rarely cease!”
- The New York Times

“They are simply nothing else like it!”
- The New York Times

“Disney’s done it again! A winner!”
- The New Yorker

THREE EASY WAYS TO BOOK.

CALL
212.703.1040
or 800.439.9000

FAX
212.703.1085

E-MAIL
disneyonbroadwaygroups@disneyonline.com
www.disneyonbroadway.com/groups

Ask about special group benefits!